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This volume is the second of a three volume set pre-
senting description and program documentation of a mathematical
model package for thermal pollution analysis and prediction.
Two sets of'programs one with the rigid-lid formulation and the
other with the free-surface formulation were developed by the
Thermal Pollution Group at the University of Miami. These
models are three-dimensional and time dependent using the
primitive equation approach. They have sufficient generalarity
in programming procedure to allow application at sites with
diverse topographical features. Both the formulations have near
and far field versions. The near field simulating thermal
plume areas and the far field version simulating the larger
receiving ecosystems. The models simulate the velocity and
temperature fields for given meterological and plant intake
and discharge conditions.
The first volume summarizes the mathematical formulation,
application experience and overall evaluation of the model
package. The present volume, namely Volume II presents the
rigid-lid programs. Three versions are presented. One for
near field simulation. The second for far-field unstratified
situations. The third is for stratified basin far-field simula-
tions. Since these versions have many common subroutines, an
unified listing is provided with main programs for three
possible application conditions mentioned above. The programs
are named NASUM I reflecting NASA funding and technical support
and University of Miami effort. The third volume presents the
II
program documentation for the free-surface models.
These volurnes are intended as user's manuals and as such
presents specific instructions regarding data preparation for
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The following list of symbols which are obtained from Volume I
are presented here for convenience.
horizontal kinematic eddy viscosity





























acceleration due to gravity
depth at any location in the basin
reference depth
grid index in x-direction or a direction
grid index in y-direction or S direction
grid index in z-direction or y direction
thermal conductivity





















turbulent Prandtl number (Br e f )
,~, ref
Peclet number
















a horizontal coordinate in stretched system
S horizontal coordinate in stretched system
y vertical coordinate in stretched system
3II absolute vsicosity
p density
<I> dissipation terms in energy equation
T
X Z
surface shear stress in x-direction
T surface shear stress in y-directionyz '::,
Superscripts
(-) dimensional quantity
(tV) dimensional mean quantity
C) diemnsional fluctuating quantity
( ) dimensional quantity
( )ref reference quantity
~ .... -.l---
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61.0 INTRODUCTION
This volume presents the main programs and subroutines for
NASUM-I as described in Volume I. The program symbols are
given in alphabetical order for the convenience of the user,
and several sample problems are presented to illustrate clearly
what input data is required to execute NASUM-I. Note, that the
governing equations and associated approximation~ and assumptions
are given in Volume I.
As previously noted, NASUM-I consists of three main
programs: Near-Field Rigid-Lid, Far-Field Rigid-Lid, Un-
stratified, and Far-Field Rigid-Lid, Stratified. The Near-
Field is defined as the domain of interest in the immediate
neighborhood of the thermal discharge with open boundaries
which extend far enough from the discharge to justify using the
Far-Field solutions as boundary conditions on the Near-Field.
The Far-Field yields the general circulation and temperature
distribution of the water body without the discharge.
The subroutines for NASUM-I are presented in alphabetical
order with corresponding program descriptions illustrating
to the user an outline of the contents of each subprogram.
This allows the user to gain sufficient ease in running NASUM-I,
and develop the capability of modifying some of the individual
subroutines as desired by the user.
NASUM-I consists of three main programs which use many
of the same subroutines, but differ mainly in the use of open
boundary conditions for the case of the Near-Field Rigid-Lid
Model application. The Far-Field Rigid-Lid Model has been
7applied for cases of open boundaries by Sengupta et al (1976),
but the nature of the open domain for the Near-Field requires
using different main programs which in turn select different
subroutines to perform the necessary calculations on these
open boundaries,
~~,
The Far-Field Rigid-Lid Model programs have been separated
I
into two cases, stratified flow and unstratified flow, This
separation is necessary since for deep water bodies seasonal
thermoclines are sustained, whereas for shallow water bodies
turbulent mixing does not sustain stratification, Thus, for
NASUM-I to be of a general nature this separation was essential.
Sample problems, showing sample input and sample output,
have been included to provide the user with sufficient back-
ground and necessary details involved in executing NASUM-I,
Note, that any program modifications should be made with
great care, and these modifications should be validated by
sample runs to assure the user of the effect these modif-
ications have upon the numerical solutions.
82.0 NASUM-I PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
The Rigid-Lid Model program contains two parts. The first
part is for Near-Field program. The Near-Field here means the
region where the effects of the plume on the receiving waters
are severe.':"The second part is for Far-Field. The Far-Field
here means the total body of receiving water. The ~in dif-
ference between Rigid-Lid Near-Field and Far-Field lies in the
boundary conditions. The Main programs for Near-Field and Far-
Field call a different set of subroutines. There will be many
subroutines which will be the same for both Near and Far Fields.
This is the main reason for combining Near and Far Field programs.
The Far-Field main programs had to be divided due to the Computer
overflow. The computer uSed was UNIVAC 1106. In places
where there are large computers, the Far-Field main programs can
be combined.
2.1 Near Field
Near-Field, as said above, is the region where the effects
of the discharge are felt most. There are four main programs
which are explained in the later sections of this volume. There
is no special reason for keeping four main programs and they can
be combined. The authors found it convenient to work with four
programs since modifications were easier to make during application
at various sites.
2.11 Description - Algorithm
The problem is set up as an initial value problem.
The values of u, v, w, p, p, t are assumed known initially.
9The values at successive time steps are obta.ined by using the
finite difference equa.tions and marching Qne step at a time.
Fig. 2.1 shows the flow chart. The steps may be summarized
as follows;
1. Using the values at time n l calculate the forcing function
in the pressure equation,
2. Solve the pressure equation iteratively,
3. Calculate u and v from the u and v momentum equations
respectively.
4. Calculate w from the continuity equation ..
5. Calculate T from the energy equat.Lon ,
6. Calculate p from the equation of state,
7. Check for static stability and apply the infinite mixing
criteria for unstable regions.
The values at (n+l} have thus been obtained. Repeat
the above procedure for Cn+2) using values at (n+l) and so on.




Fig. (2.1) shows the general flow chart of the rigid lid
programs for both near and far fields. The detailed flow
charts with subroutines are given in section 9, where main
















The Far-Field as said before is the total body of
water into which the discharge is made. Far-Field programs are
divided into two parts. The first part is for the case of an
unstratified body of receiving water, and the second part is
for a stratified body of receiving water. There are six main
programs and these can be used in three different ways which
are explained in section (4.2) of this volume.
2.2.1 Description-Algorithm
This is the same as for the Near-Field which is
explained in section (2.1.1).
2.2.2 Flow Chart
The general Flow Chart for the Far-Field is similar to
the one for the Near-Field which is in section (2.1.2). A
detailed Flow Chart with subroutines is given in section (9.l~5)
where the subroutines are described.
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3.0 LIST OF PROGRP.J1 SY}ffiOLS WITH EXPLANATION IN ALPHABETICAL
ORDER (Near-Field and Far-Field Combined)
A Constant in Equation of State, p = A+ BT + CT2










AP: Coefficient infront of pressure term
ARBP: Arbitrary pressure
AV 1
where E = H
L
B
A3 Vertical eddy coefficient, normalized ~lith reference viscosity
B Constant in Equation of State, p = A+ BT + CT2





Vertical eddy diffusion coefficient normalized with reference
eddy diffusiYity
2Constant in Equation of State, p = A+ BT +CT




D u at pxevf.cus time atrep
D11'Z: aT DPX = ap ; DPY = ap
az ax aY




DX Increment in x.....di~ec ti,Qn
DY Increment in y-directlan
DZ : Increment in z .....direction
D1.lIUX: a (hu) D1HVY = a (hv)
ax ay























E v at previous time step
EPS Convergence criterion
EUL Euler Number





G :' Dummy variable for v
H Dummy variable for u
HI Non Dimensional depth = h
Ii
HREF Reference Depth
ux d Haa- HY = --lHdB
I IN }fuximum number of grid points in x-direction
HIN r1aximum number of half grid points in x-direction,
IWN = IN-I
I Index for x-axis, Main grid
ITN Index for number of iterations
HJ Index for x-axis, half grid
IRUN: Index for number of runs
= 0 ,firstrun,
= l,from second time onwards
J J Index for y-axis, Main grid
JIrJ Index for y-axis, half grid
JH 1':Iaximum number of main grid points in y-direction
J1iN Haximum number of half grid points in y-direction,
J\JN = IN-l
K K Index for z-axis
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KN Maximum number of main grid points in z-direction
L L Maximum length of the domain
LN Number of time steps to be computed
LLN : Total number of time steps(LN
M MAR Number to describe general location of a point in t he
main grid.
MRH Number to describe general location of a point in the
half grid.
MAXIT: Maximum number of iterations
a Cl1EGA: Relaxation factor
P P Non-dimensional pressure
PN New pressure, non-dimensional
PTImI: Dummy variable for pressure
R R Dimensional density at main grid points
RE Reynolds number
RB Rossby Number
RINI'X: Density integrated with respect to x
RTI'ITY: Density integrated with respect to y
RO Non dimensional density at main grid points
ROW Non dimensional density at half grid points
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PJmF: Reference density
RW Dimensional density at half grid points
T T Non dimensional temperature at ~ain grid points
TO Initial temperature (diQensional)
TA}ffi: Anlbient temperature (dimensional)
TAIR: Air temperature (dimensional)
TAl: Coefficient infrottof convective terms in the
energy equation = 1
TAR 1 where Pe ;:::; Re x Pr
Pe




TE Equilibrium temperature (dimensional)





TEM : Dimensional temperature at main grid points
TEM1J: Dimensional temperature at half grid points
TREF: Reference temperature
TW Non dimensional te3ryerature at half grid points
TLL Temperature at the discharge point (non-dimensional)





Velocity in x-direction (non-dimensional)
Velocity in y-direction (non-dimensional)
VVIS: Vertical eddy viscosity (non-dimensional)
w18
Velocity in z-direction (non-dimensional)
WR W at half grid points
WHLDT; Time derivative of W1L at lid t
ie a em} at lid
at
or a urn} /z~O
.~~, at
X XINT; Integral of x terms on the right hand side of
Poisson's equation. (Eq 2.17, Vol. 1)
X Horizontal coordinate across discharge for near field.
Y YINT; Integral of y terms on the right hand side of
Poisson's equation. (Eq 2.17, Vol. 1)
Y ; Horizontal coordinate along discharge for near field.
z z Vertical coordinate
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4.0NASlJ11-I MAIN PROGRAMS : Near Field Nain Progr-ams are given
for velocity only and for velocity and temperature
4,1 Near Field
There are four main programs for the near field~ They
are (1) AJ.'vfAIN 1 (2) A11AIN z, 0) TI'1AIN 1 and TI1AIN 2
~~IN programs are to be used when the velocity field is only
required~ neglecting the effects of density,
TMAIN programs are to be used when the velocity and temperature
are both required,
1J:1AIN 1 and TMAIN 1 are to be us-ed when the depth is constant.
AMAIN2 and TI1AIN 2 are to be used when the depth is variable.
All the above main programs can he combined into a single
program, But, the authors found it convenient to have four
programs to wor k with,
4.2 Far Field
Far field main programs are provided for unstratified and
stratified cooling reservoirs.
4.2.1 Far Field, unstratified
There are six main programs namely, THAIN 4 f THAIN 4T,
TI'~IN 5, TI1AIN 5T, TMAIN 5V and TI'1AIN 6, These programs can
be used in three different ways, First l if the velocities an~
temperatures are to be simulated in a coupled fashion, then
T}~IN 4, l11AIN 4T, ~~IN 5 and 111AIN 6 are to be used, Second,
if the velocities alone are to be simulated~ then T}1AIN 4 1
TMAIN 4T, TMAIN 5V and TI1AIN 6 are to be used. Third, if the
temperatures alone are to be simulated f then TIJ~IN 4, TV~IN 4T~
T}fAIN 5T and 111AIN 6 are to be used,
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TI1AIN 4 and !MAIN 4T initialize the model. !MAIN 6
does the printing of results. Actual simulation is carried
out by !MAIN 5, TI'~IN sV and !MAIN ST. Thus, for successive
simulation, !MAIN 5, !MAIN sV and !MAIN sT alone need to be
executed. TI1AIN 6 may be used if results of each run need to
be printed'.
4.2.2 far Field Stratified
There are six main programs, namely TI1AIN 4GB, ~~IN 4TB,
!MAIN sB, TMAIN sTB, THAIN sVB and n~IN 6B. These programs
can be used in three different ways. First, if the velocities
and temperatures are to be simulated in a coupled fashion, th2a
!MAIN 4CB, TI1AIN 4TB, I}~IN sB and TI1AIN 6B are to be used,
Second, if the velocities alone are to be simulated, then
~~IN 4GB, TMAIN 4TB, n~IN sVB and TI1AIN 6B are to be used.
Third, if the temperatures alone are to be simulated, then
TI~IN 4GB, TMAIN 4TB, TMAIN sTB and TMAIN 6B are to be used.
TMAIN 4GB and !MAIN 4TB initialize the model. TI'1AIN 6B
does the printing of the results, Actual simulation is carri2G
out by l11AINsB, !MAIN sVB and TMAIN sTB. Thus, for successive
simulation, TI1AIN sB, TI'~IN sVB and !MAIN sTB alone need to be




The data that is to be given for the execution of the main
programs is called Input Data. The data required is explained
in section (5.11.1) for the Near field and in section (5.2.1)
for the Far-Field. Sections (5.1.2)and 5.2.2) explain the format
of input for the near-field and for the far-field respectively.
The actual calculation of data for near field and far field are
•
given in the sample problem section to follow.
5.1 Near Field: For near-field there are two classes of
programs. They are &~IN and TMAIN. A}~IN is used for ob-
taining velocity distribution only. ~~IN is used for velocity
and temperature distributions. The data required for running
the programs is described in the following section.
5.lJ Data Required for Near Field: The data required for
running liv~IN programs which will simulate velocity and
temperature are described below. (The data needed for running
A}~IN programs are not given separately as it can be obtained
from the data for TMAIN programs). The Fortran synlbols which
appear in the main program as data are given in the brackets.
For the meaning of algebraic symbols the reader is urged to
look into the list of symbols.
l/Rossby number =
First time or continuation of run
Number of cycles









Coefficient infront of inertia term
l/Reynolds number = 1
Re
1 where ~ = H
-2- <;..
E Re L
Coefficient infront of pressure term = 1
"Z:'. •Convergencecr~ter~on
Maximum number of iterations in the solution of
Poisson Equation for surface pressure
Relaxation factor
Arbitrary Pressure for normalizing pressure
solution after each iteration
Grid size in a. and 8 directions (Non dimensional)
Grid size iny direction (Non-Dimensional)























Constants in Equation of state (A,B,C)
2(The equation of state is p = A+BT+CT where
A,B,C are constants, and T is temperature)
Ks H
Bz
where Ks is surface heat transfer coefficient
H is reference depth and
Bz is vertical conductivity.
Euler Number





Temperature gradient at the bottom (CB)
Value of v at discharge (for near field at 1=9, J=l) (AA)
Value of v at discharge (for near field at 1=10, J=l) (BB)
Depth of the basin in a constant depth case (CC)
Discharge temperature at Inlet ~or near f.ield at 1=9, J=l) (TLL)
:".':;'
Discharge temperature at Inlet (for near field at 1=10, J=l) (I'MH)
Ambient teQ?erature
(ddrnensLonal.)
2Ju j 2J y z=Oin x-direction
•






Also, depending on the size of the domain the parameter state-
ment has to be changed, In the parameter statement the follow-
ing para8eters are to be changed.
Maximum number of nodes in a-direction, full grid system (IN)
Maximum ntmber of nodes in S-direction, full grid system (IN)
Haximum number of nodes in y-direction, full grid system (KN)
Maximum number of nodes in a-direction, half grid system (UJN)
Maximum number of nodes in a-direction, half grid system (JWln
5.12 Format of Input For Near Field:
In the previous section (5,11) the data required to run the
program is described, In this section, the format in which the
data has to be given for the programs to execute will be listed. '
The calculation of the data is explained in the sample problem
section (6.3)
24




4 VVIS r ABR FREE
5 AI) AH.~ AV J AP ""I:J,
6 EPS ~ MAXIT~ OHEGA~ ARBP 11
7 1)X DY J DZ "J
8 TAIl TAR, TAV 11
9 AJ B t C "
10 TO "
11 AKT l EUL r CUr Cli "
12 M , BB r CC
I.
13 ILL! TMM "
14 TAl<IB "
15 TAUX r TAllY "
16 DT "
5.2 Far-Field
Far-Field main programs are given £or strati£ied and un~
stratified conditionso£ the receiving waters, There are six
main programs (TMAIN 4 l TMAIN 4T, TV~IN5l TAMIN 5Tt TMAIN 5V
and THAIN 6) and these programs can be used in three dif:E:~
erent ways as described before in section (4,2), The data re-
quired for these programs is similar to the Near-Field data but
it will be repeated again for convenience, Again Fortran sym-
bols that appear in the main programs are shown in brackets,
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For Algebraic symbols, the reader is urged to look into the
list of symbols.
5.2,1 Data Required For Far",Field
Number of cycles for coupled velocity and temperature
sLmuLat io~{!'




Coefficient infront of inertia-terms











vlhere e H:::::: L
=
(AV)
Coefficient infront of pressure term
Convergence criterion
Maximum Number of Iterations in the solution
(AP)
(EPS)
of Poisson Equation for Surface Pressure ~~IT)
Relaxation factor (O}ffiGA)
Arbitrary Pressure for normalizing pressure sol- (ARBP)
ution after each rotation.
Grid sizes in a and 8 directions,
(non-dimensional values) (DX, DY)
Grid size in t-direction,
(non-dimensional value) (DZ)
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Depth of the basin in a constant-depth
case, zero otherwise
Wind shear in x-direction = T
xz
Wind shear in y-direction = TYZ
Time step size, non-dimensional value




where Pe = Re x Pr
1
H
where £ = L ' Pe = Re x Pr





l~ere K is surface heat transfer coefficient
s
H is reference depth
Bz is vertical conductivity
Euler number
Temperature gradient at the vertical boundaries
Temperature gradient at the bottom
Equilibrium temperature, dimensional















for vertical diffusivity in a thermally stratified
lake (CONS)
= AV {L +
o














Maximum Value of Vertical diffusivity in a
thermally stratified lake, non-dimensional
value
Minimum value of vertical diffusivity in
a thermally stratified lake, non-dimensional
value:"
Identification matrix in the full grid syste~
Identification matrix in the half grid system
Non-dimenstnal depth matrix
Number of Inlet-Nodes
Number of Outlet Nodes
Location of Inlet and Outlet Nodes
U-velocity at Inlet and Outlet nodes, non-di-
mensional
V-velocity at Inlet and Outlet nodes, non-di-
mensional
Temperature at Inlet nodes, non-dimensional
Also initial temperature if available
Minimum surface temperature in a thermally strat-
ified cooling lake (TS}1N)
Maximum depth over which plume heat is accumulated
in a thermally stratified cooling lake (DPHX)
A matrix of ambient vertical temperature distrib-
ution in a stratified cooling lake
The first column represents the depths and the
second column represents dimensional temperatures-
Number of layers at which ambient temperature is (NTL)
specified. This is the number of rows in AMINT
(NTLV)
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Number of colwns in AMINT (N f L)
Depending on the 'domain size the following have
to be changed in fue parameter statement of the main
programs
Maximum number of nodes in a-direct~on. full
grid':~ystem
Maximum number of nodes in 6...direction~ full·
grid system
Maximum number of nodes Ln .., -di.rec t Lon., ;full
grid system,
Maximum number of nodes in a ...direction in half
grid system






5.h2 Format of Input
In the previous section the data required is described
for all the programs in general, In this section, the format
in which the data has to be given for each program will be listed,
The actual calculation of data will be. explai.ned .Ln the sample
problem section (7.3) and (8,3) for unstratified and stratified
conditions of receiving waters respectively, Since there is mor.e
than one main program for each type of ambient condition , .the
data is given in the form of elements and each element is given
a name. The element names and the main programs that goes 1;vith. it
are explained in the next section for the unstratified case and
in section (5.2.2.2) for the stratified case,
29
5.2.2.1 Format of Input for Unstratified Condtions;
There are foul:' elements for unstratified type conditions
and they are (l} INDATA (2) INDATA 5 (3) INDATA 6 (4) ITPKl
and these go with the main programs (1) TMAIN4, (2) TNAIN5, TIA.AH15T
and TMAIN5V (3) ~1AIN 6 and (4) TMAIN 4T respectively. The
data that goes with these data elements is explained in the
•
next sections. The main programs that goes with the elements
is given in the brackets.
5.2.2.1.1 Data Element III NDATA' 1 (For main program TMAIN 4)
CARD NO VARIABLE FOR11AT
1 LN, LLN 1615
2 VVIS, ABR Free
3 AI, AR, AV, AP "
4 EPS, HAXIT, OMEGA, ARBP II
5 DX, DY, DZ II
6 CC "
7 DT "
o TAl, TAR, TAV II0
9 A, B, C "
10 TO "
11 EUL, DW, EB "
12 TAMB, AKT, TAUX, TAUY "
13 MAR (1,1) MAR, (2,1) ,MAR (3,1) ... "




"MRH (1,1), MRH (2,1)) MRH (3,1)





HI (1,1) HI (1,2) HI (1,3)
"




5.2.2.1.2 Data Element nINDATA 5" (For main programs TMA.IN 5,
I









4 EPS I MAXIT, OMEGA, ARBP













8 TAl, TAR, TAV
9 A,B,C
10 TO
11 EUL, DW, CB
12 TAMB, AKT, TAUX, TAUY
13 NIN, NOUT










5.2.2.1.3 Data Element INDATA 6 (For main program TMAIN6)
Same as first 12 lines of data element INDATA5.
'~,
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5.2.2.2 Format of Input for Stratified Conditions:
There are four elements for stratified type conditions and
they are (1), DATAML,(2) DATAML 5, (3) DATAML 6 and (4) ITLKl
and these data elements go with the main programs (1) TMAIN 4B,
(2) ~~IN 5B, TMAIN STB and TMAIN 5VB, (3) TMAIN 6B and
:~ ':Jf
(4) TMAIN 4TB respectively. The data that goes with these data
elements is explained in the next sections. The main programs
that goes with the elements is given in the brackets.





















AI, AR, AV, AP







TAMB, AKT, TAUX, TAUY
CONS, AVMX, AVMN
AMINT (1,1), AMINT (1,2)
AMINT (2,1), AHINT (2,1)





















MAR (1,1) , YIAR (2,1) MAR (3,1) ...




MRH (1,1) , MRH (2,1) , MRH (3,1) ...
MRH (1,2) , MRH (2,2) , MRH (3,2) ...
---------
HI (1,1), HI (1,2), HI (1,3) .
















5.2.2.2.2 Data Element "DATAML5" (For main programs THAIN 5B,
TMAIN 5TB and TMAlN 5VB)
CARD NO VARIABLE FORMAT
1 LN, LLN 1615
2 VVIS, ABR F.ree
3 AI, AR, AV, AP "
4 EPS, MAXIT, O:HEGA, ARBP "
5 DX, DY, DZ "
6 CC "
7 DT "


















15 I, J, K, U (I, J ,K), V (I, J ,K), T(I , J ,K) II
"
(for inlet)









5.2.2.2.3 Data Element "DATAML6" (For main program n'fAIN 6B)
Same as first 13 lines of DATAML 5
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6 .0 Sample Case, Near Field
6.1 Problem Statement: Florida Power and Light Company (FPL)
has a fossil fuel power plant situated at Cutler Ridge site on the
South Biscayne Bay. The discharge rate is 1.2 X 10 7 cm3/sec
o
of water at temperature 35.9 C. It is required to find
three-dimen~~onalvelocity and temperature distributions in the
near-field (ie,in the region where the effects of the thermal dis-
I
charge are noticeable) for the following environmental conditions.
Air temperature
Initial temperature of Bay = 28.0oC
Wind speed = 1.2 m/sec, N-\v
Average depth of bay = 1.2 m
Discharge width = 10 m
6.2 Choice of Programs: As velocity and temperature distributions
are required, and, since depth is constant, the main program to be
used is TMAIN 1. If the depth is variable TMAIN2 has to be used.
6.3 Calculation of Input Parameters: In this section, the spec-
ification of grid system, reference quantities and discharge
velocity chosen will be presented first, followed by the actual
calculation of the input data quantities as they appear in the main
program.
6.3.1 Grid System: The Remote Sensing data and ground truth data
was available for the Cutler Ridge site, (Fig.6.l)and it is used to detennine
the size of the domain. The data shows that the effects of dis-
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charge would be in the region of 500 meters along the discharge axis
(y-axis) and 425 meters across the axis of discharge. So, a dOillain
of 500 m X 425 m is selected in the horizontal plane. A grid size
of 25 m X 25 m is used. This would give 21 X 18 nodes in the
horizontal plane. There are 5 nodes in the vertical direction.
This gave R,,,total of 21 X 18 X 5 nodes. The coordinate system and
grid system are shown in Figs. (6.2 and 6.3). The MAR arid l1RH selection
are explained in subroutine READ3. ' ,
6.3.2 Calculation of Discharge Velocity: The actual discharge
width at the site is 10 meters. But, in the numerical model the
discharge is 25 meters. So, the discharge velocity is calculated
by balancing the mass flow as explained below.
For the numerical problem, with the above -grad system, the discharge
into the basin would be equal to ( v X 25 X 1.2 X 104) X 2 cm3/sec.
The actual discharge volume = 1.2 X 107 cm3/sec.
ie (v X 25 X 1.2 X 104) X 2 = 1.2 X 107
ie v = 20 em/sec
Velocity at discharge or Inlet velocity for the model is
20 em/sec.
6.3.3 Reference Quantities: Reference Length = L = Maximum length of
domain = 500 meters.Horizontal reference eddy viscosity is cal-
culated using the following formula (Christodoulow et aI, 1976)
Aref = 0.002 L4/ 3
Where L is the reference length of the domain in centimeters. ,
Aref = 0.002 (500 X 100)4/3 = 3553.3 cm2/sec
For Near Field problems about 2.8 times the calculated value
was found suitable.
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Aref = 10,000 cm2/sec is used
Vertical reference eddy viscosity = 1 cm2/sec
Horizontal reference eddy diffusivity = 10,000 cm2/sec
2Vertical reference eddy diffusivity = 1 em /sec
Reference velocity = discharge velocity = 20 em/sec
Reference temperature =
Reference depth = Average depth of bay = 1,2 meters






IRUN = O,for the first time and





LN can be any number depending on the number of cycles
required and the total time the program has to be run. It is always






LLN is Total Number of Cycles
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Where f is the coriolis function, L is maximum domain
length and Uref is reference veloci tYJ f = 2 n sin ct>
Where n is angular velocity of earth, ct> is the latitude
angle.





AI, AH, AV, AP
AI is the coefficient infront of inertia term = 1.0
AH = 1 = Aref = 10,000 = 1 = 0.01
Re Uref L 20 X 500 X 100 100
AV = 1 = L2 = 500 X 500 = 1736,. a
Z HZ Re 1.2X1.2X 100E Re




\EPS ,MAXIT ,CMEGA,ARBP !
EPS is the convergence factor and should be set equal to the
convergence required. A value of EPS = 0.01 is a good value to
start.
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t~IT: is the maximum number of iterations in the solution of
Poisson equation for surface pressure. This depends upon the
accuracy needed. A value of 50 is a good starting point.
~~;f
CARD NO. FORTRAN QUANTITY
7 DX, DY, DZ
DX = DY = lU{orb.Y = 25 = 0.05
L 500





TAl is the coefficient infront of convective terms in the
energy equation = 1
TAR = AH If turbulent Prandtl number is equal to l.
TAV = AV If turbulent Prandtl number is equal to l.
















To is the reference temperature = 28.00C
CARD NO. FORTRAN QUANTITY
11 AKT, EUL,Ct-J,CB
AKT is non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient = KsH
Bz
Where Ks is surface heat transfer coefficient,H is the reference
depth and Bz = pCp Bv
Where p is density, Cp specific heat at constant pressure, Bv
is vertical diffusivity = 1 cm2/sec
3 . . 2Bz = 62 lbm/ft = 68.0§ 'slugs/m
For Ks = 100 BTUj or - Ft2-day ... 56.5 caljOC - m·2 sec.,
AKT = 0.0627
EUL =~ = 980 X 1.2 ~ 100 = 294
Uref2 20X20
CW and CB are temperature gradient at the vertical boundaries





AA, BB are non-dimensional input velocities. Since the discharge
velocity is non dimensionalized with reference to discharge velocity
AA and BB are equal 1.0 and 1.0.







TLL and TMM are the non-dimensional discharge temperatures.












TUAX, TAUY are the non-dimensional wind shear in x and y directions
respectively. Wind shear is obtained from the Wilson (1960)
curve which is given in Fig. (6.4). For a wind speed of 1.2
m/sec, the Wilson curve gives the Shear stress (T W) equal to 0.049
dynes/cm2.
= Surface shear in x direction
= Surface shear in y direction
= T Cos 450
w




TAUX = + H
=U"-r-e""£-
= 1.2 X 100 X 0.035 = + 0.1768
20 1
TUAY = + H~U-r-e""'£- (~) = 1.2 X 100 X 0.035 = + 0.1768Az 20 1
The direction +ve or -ve is decided as follows. TAUX (or TAUY)
is +ve when the wind force is in the opposite direction of x






In order to determine the time step (DT) , the stability
analysis Has to be made which is done as follows.
Convective Llt < LlX = 25 X 100 = 125 sec
U 20
Viscous Llt < LlX = (25 X 100) 2,' = 312 sec
2AH 2 X 10,000
Llt < LlX2 (0.3 X 100)2 450 sec= =
2AV 2
From above it can be seen that convective criterion is dominant.
ie Llt < 125 sec
About ~ times this value is reasonable to use Llt = ~(125)
= 30 sec (approx)
















SYHBOLS VALUES & FORMAT
* 1. I RUN ~ ~ ~ ~ a
** 2. LN ~ ~ ~ 5 a' :;,
***3. LLN ~ ~ ~ ~ 1
4. VVIS, ABR 0.0001, 0.0
5. AI, AH, AV, AP 1. 0, 0.01, 1736.1, 1.0
6. EPS, MAXIT, OMEGA, ARBP 0.01, 50, 1. 8, 1.0
7. DX, DY, DZ 0.05, 0.05, 0.25
8. TAl, TAR TAV 1. 0, 0.01, 1736.1
9. A, B, e 1. 000428, -0.00002, -0.0000048
10. TO 28.0
11. AKT, EUL, cw ca 0.627, 294.0, 0.0, 0.0
12. M, BB, ee 1. 0, 1. 0, 1.0
13. TLL, -TI1M 0.282, 0.282
14. TAMB 29.5
15. TAUX, TAUY 0.1768, -0.1768
16. DT 0.01
NOTE: )S = blank space
* a for the first run and 1 for later runs
** number of cycles required
*** Prints after 50 cycles in this case. If it is equal to 2, it
will print after 50 and 100 cycles.
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6.5 Program Execution Procedure (For Constant Depth)
In order to execute the programs for the near field
constant depth case, the following steps have to be followed.
(1) Input Parameters: The calculation of input parameters is
explained in the sample problem section (6.3). The input
:~ :1'
parameters depend on the discharge conditions, ambient cond~
itions and reference quantities chosen.
(2) First Run: In order to obtain three dimensional velocities
and temperauures, the main program to be executed is TMAIN1.
In the programs, there are two units, one is read unit designated
as, unit 7 and the other is write unit designated as, unit 8.
During the first run, there is no need for unit 7, and unit 8
has to be provided to store results. This store unit, '8; would
be a magnetic tape.
(3) Continuation of a Run: For extending the results, the
run has to be continued. The magnetic tape which was 'unit 8'
in the first run would now be read'unit 7' for reading the pre-
vious results. Another magnetic tape Lsito be provided as unit 8
for storing the extended run results. The above procedure can
be repeated until the results are obtained for the desired ti~2.
It is to be noted that for the first run IRUN=O and for continu-
ation of a run IRUN=l.
The following are a set of control cards that were used
on UNIVAC 1106 computer in order to run the near field programs
for a constant depth case. The explanation of the control card




(Schedule a new run for initiation)
CARD 2
@ASG,A SKM*DULL
(All parameters on @ASG Control Statement are optional except
file name.)
A-specifies that the file being assigned is currently cat-
alogued SKM is the qualifier and DULL is file name)
CARD 3
@PACK
(Packs the non-deleted elements of a program file, by rewriting
the file and eliminating the deleted elements).
CARD 4
@ PREP SIG1*DULL
(Prepares an entry point table for program file, for use by the
@MAP process or in searching a LIB specified program file to
satisfy undefined symbols)
CARD 5
@ASG, T 8., l6N, BAYl
(T-specifies that the file to be assigned temporary and allows
it to have a name the same as that of an unassigned catalogued




(Call the MAP process or (the collector) to collect a specified
set of relocatable elements, amproduce from this an executable
program whtch is in an absolute element format)
CARD 7
n~ SKIM*DULL. TMAINI
(TMAINI is the main program which would be executed)
CARD 8
LIB SKM*DULL
(specifies file as a library to be searched)
CARD 9
@ XQT
(Initiates the execution of a program which is in an absolute
element format)
CARD 10





6.6 Program Execution Procedure (for variable depth)
In order to execute the programs for the near field variable
depth case, the following steps have to be followed.
(1) Input Parameters: The calculation of input parameters is
explained in the sample problem section (6.3). The input para-
~ ;:,
meters depend on the discharge conditions, ambient conditions and
reference quantities chosen.
(2) The depths in the receiving basin at every grid point have
to be obtained. If the depth contours of the receiving basin are
available, the depths at all grid points can be obtained by inter-
polation. These depths have to be non-dimensionalized with respect
to reference dpeth. The non-dimensionalized depths have to be
read in before execution of the program. In the program, the sub-
routine HEIGHI reads the depths, in the direction perpendicula~
to the discharge axis ie along I or x axis. The depths go as input
cards in the format given by subroutine HEIGHI during the first
run after the input card whLch reads "TAUX, TAUY".
(3) First Run: In order to obtain three dimnsional velocities and
temperatures, the main program to be executed is TMAIN 2. In the
programs, there are two units. One is read unit 'designated as,
unit 7 and the other is write unit designated as, unit 8. Durin~
the first run, there is no need for unit 7, and unit 8 has to be
provided to store results. The unit '8', would be a magnetic
tape.
(4) Continuation of a Run: For extending the results, the
run has to be continued. The magnetic tape which was used as
store unit (unit 8) in the first run would now be the read unit
(unit 7) for reading the previous results. Another magnetic t~pe
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has to be provided as unit 8 for storing the extended run
results. The above procedure can be repeated until the re-
sults are obtained for the desired time period. It is to be
noted that for the first run IRUN=O and for continuation of
a run IRUN=1.
The following are a set of control cards that were used
on UNIVAC 1106 computer in order to run the near field programs.
The explanation of the control cardsis given in the brackets.
CARD 1
@ RUN
(Schedule a new run for initiation)
CARD 2
@ASG,A SKM*DULL
(All parameters on @ ASG Control Statement are optional
except file name.
A-specifies that the file being assigned is currently catalogued
SKM is the qualifier and DULL is file name.)
CARD 3
@ PACK SKM*DULL
(Packs the non-deleted elements of a program file, by rewriting
the file and eliminating the deleted elements.)
CARD 4
@ PREP SKM*DULL
(Prepares an entry point table for program file, for use by
the a) MAP processor in searching a LIB specified program file
to satisfy undefined symbols).
CARD 5
@ ASG, I 8., l6N, BAYI
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(I-specifies that the file to be assigned temporary and allows
it to have a name the same as that of an unassigned catalogued
file. BAY 1 is the name of the tape)
CARD 6
@ MAP
(Call the l1AP processor (the collector) to collect a specified
set of relocatable elements, anp produce from this an execut-
able program which is in an absolute element format)
CARD 7
IN S101 * DULL !MAIN 1
(THAIN 1 is the main program which would be executed)
CARD 8
LIB SKM*DULL
(Specifies file as a library to be searched)
CARD 9
@ XQI
(Initiates the execution of a program which is in an
absolute element format)
CARD 10




(This adds the depths which is stored in the file as an element
under the name HEIGH2. This card should be taken out after
the first run ie the input cards which read non-dimensionalized






The output of the near field rigid lid program consists
of the following.
1. Input parameters
2. MAR and 11RH matrices
3. Number of iterations (ITN) in the Poissons Equation and
residue (EX)
4. Surface Pressure
5. U and V at all grid points (non-dimensional) ie U and V
at 1=1 to IN, J=l to IN and K=l to KN
6. WH at all grid points (non-dimensional) ie ~~ at
IN- 1 to IWN, JW= 1 to JWN and K= 1 to KN
7. Temperatures both non-dimensional and dimensional at all
grid points.
ie T at 1=1 to IN, J=l to IN and K= 1 to KN.
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Fig. - 6.3 Grid System For Rigid Lid
Near Field Model of cutler
Ridge Site
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WIND VELOCITY, Wa (meters/sec)
























SOME REPRESENTATIVE RESULTS FOR THE
NEAR-FIELD SAMPLE CASE
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Fig. 6.7 Velocity distribution along the axis of discharge .
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Fig. 6.9 Surface isotherms in the near field.
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7.0Sample Case, Far Field (Unstratified Case, Pond)
7.1 Problem Statement: Duke Power Company of North Carolina operates
a coal fired electric power plant at Lake Belews Creek in North
Carolina. There are two power units and each has a capacity of
1143 MWe. Both these units use Belews Lake as a cooling reservoir.
The lake, as'shown in figure 7,1 consists of a pond and a main
body of the lake. The pond and main body of lake are connected by
a canal. The pond has a maximum depth of 13.72 meters (45')
and is well mixed. The main body of lake has a maximum depth of
39.26 meters (130') and is thermally stratified. The discharge
from the condensers is made into the pond. It is required to find
three dimensional velocity and temperature deistributions in the
pond and the main body of the lake for the following discharge and
environmental conditions (these conditions are of August 26, 1976).
Discharge Volume = 228.9 X 10 6 kg/hr
Discharge temperature = 38.90C
Air temperature = 25.0oC
Wind speed = 4.25 meters/sec 225 0N
Total incident radiation = 43.19 calories/cm2/hr
7.2 Choice of Pro~rams for Unstratified Pond: Since the pond is
unstratified, the main programs to be used are (1) !MAIN 4
(2) TMAIN5, !MAIN 5T, !MAIN 5V and (3) TMAIN 6. The data elements
that go with these programs are (1) INDATA (2) INDATA 5 and
(3) INDATA 6. If the initial conditions are known (ie Ground
truth data and IR data), then the program !MAIN 4T can be used.
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The data element that goes with it is IRPKI. TI~4T~an beelimin-
~~~4 if the initial conditons are not known and one can still
obtain velocity and temperature distributions using the model.
The calculation of input parameters is explained in the next
section.
7.3 Calculation of Input Parameters: In this secvion, the
specification of the grid system and reference quantities chosen
will be presented first followed by the actual calculation of the
input data quantities as they appear in the main programs.
1) Grid System: A computational domain of 720 meters by 1680
meters in the horizontal plane as shown in Fig. 7~2 covers
. most of the significant portions of the Mixing Pond. The
grid size chosen is 60 meters by 60 meters. This gives a 29 X13
mesh in the horizontal plane. The depth of the pond is 13.72
meters and is divided into five layers thus giving total mesh of
29 X 13 X 6 for the entire computational domain of the pond.
2) Reference Quantities: Reference quantities are used to non-
dimensionalize the input parameters and they are given below.
Reference Velocity 30cm/sec
R f T 300 Ce erence emperature:
Reference Horizontal Length = Length of domain = 1680 meters
Reference Depth = Maximum depth of domain = 20 meters
2Reference Horizontal eddy viscosity = 45,000 cm /sec
Reference Vertical eddy viscosity = 10 cm2/sec
Pr = 1 is chosen
2
:. Reference Horizontal eddy diffusivity = 45,000 em / sec
Reference Vertical eddy diffusivity = 10 cm2/sec
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7.3.1 Calculation of Input data for data element ""INDATA (for
main program TMA1N40i





These are not calculated values and can be
I
any number depending
on the number of cycles required and the total time the program
has to be run. It is always advised to run the program for 10








ABR = 1 = 1 = f L
Rossby Number RB Uref
Where f is coriolis function, L is domain length and Uref reference
velocity
f = 2 n sin .!1l
Where n is angular velocity of earth and ¢ is the'latitude angle.
f = 2 X 271' Sin ¢
24 X 60 X 60
The latitude of Lake Belews is 360 - 16' - 15" North.
This gives f = 0.8604 X 10-4/ s ec
Rossby Number = Uref =
rL
30






AI, AH, AV, AP
AI is the coefficient infront of inertia terms in the momentum
equations (q,prizonta1) = 1
AH = 1
Re
Where Re = UrefAref
L
=
30 X-1680 X 100
45,000
= 112.2





Hhere E = ~ = 20~ IbBO = 0.0118833
AV = 1 = 63.11
(0.0118833)2 (112.2)




EPS, MAXIT, OMEGA, ARBP
EPS is the convergence criterion and should be set equal to
the convergence required. A value of EPS = 0.01 is a good value to
start.
MAXIT is the maximum number of iterations in the solution of Poisson
Equation for surface pressure. This depends upon the accuracy
needed. A value of MAXIT = 50 is a good starting point.
OMEGA is relaxation factor and a value of 1.8 provides rapid convergence.
ARBP is arbitrary pressure and a value of 1. a is used.
CARD NO.
5
DX = 60 = 0.035651680 ~ :;,
60 = 0.03565DY = 1680










(For constant depth CC = 1.0 and zero for variable depth)
CARD NO. FORTRAN QUANTITY
7 DT
DT is the time step to be used. In order to obtain DT value,
stability analysis has to be made in order to see what criteri~
to be used.
Convection Criterion
u llt < 1
Lix






= 60 X 60XI04 = 0.04 X 10 4 sec.
2 X 45,000










The lowest value here is non-dimensionalizeg with reference
to time (tr ef)
t




= 5.6 x 103 Sec = 1.33 hrs.
The non dimensional time step (DT) = t.t
tnet
DT = t.t
t r e f.
=
= 0.035
About ~ of this value is reasonable to use







TAI is the coefficient infront of convective terms in the energy
equation and is equal to 1.
If Pr = 1.0 then Aref = Bref, since Prnadt1 number is defined as
equal to the ratio of Aref over Bref, and
TAR = AR
TAV = AV







A,B,C are coefficients in the equation of state and they are








TO is the reference temperature. In this case the reference









= 980 X 20 X 100
30 X 30
= 2180
CW : Temperature gradient at the vertical boundaries and is
equal to zero in this case.





TAMB, AKT, TAU X, TAUY
TAME is the equilibrium temperature and is equal to 89.loF for
this case (The details of calculation of equilibrium temperature
are given Appendix (A).
AKT = KsH
Bz
Where AKT is non-dimensional surface heat transfer coefficient.
Ks is the surface heat transfer coefficient and its evaluation is
given in Appendix A.
H is the reference depth and is equal to 20 m
Bz = pCpBv
Where p is density, Cp specific heat at constant pressure, Bv
is vertical diffusivity = 10 cm2jsec
For the case considered substituting the above values the value of
ART comes out to be 0.349.
TAUX, TAUY are equal to au and avaT ay
directions respectively.
non-dimensional in x and y
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Wind shear is obtained from the Wilson (1960) curve which is given
in Fig. (75). For a wind speed of 4.25 meters/sec 2250 N the
2Wilson curve gives the shear stress (TW) equal to 0.3575 dynes/em.
TwX = + 0.3359 dynes/cm2
TwY = + 0.1223 dynes/cm2
The direction (+ 0E -) is decided as follows:
TWX (or TwY) - ve or +ve when wind stress is in th~ dire;tion of
X (or y) or in the opposite direction of X (or y). After finding
TWX and TWY they are non~ionalizedas shown below to obtain
TA1JA and TAUY.
TAUX = H TWX = 10 X 100 0.3359
Ur ef Az 30 10
TAUY = H ~= 10 X 100 0.1223






MAR(l,l) ;MAR(2, 1) :HAR(3,1)\
I
This is to be selected basing on the domain type and an example
how to choose is given in Fig. (7.3).
CARD NOS. FORTRAN QUANTITY
MRH (1,1); MRH(2,1): MRH(3,1
The way MRH is to be selected is similar to MAR. Fig. (7.4)
CARD NOS. FORTRAN QUANTITY
HI(l,l): HI(1,2): HI(1,3)
HI is the non-dimensional depth and changes from one domain to another
This is given in subroutine HITEA.
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7.3.2 Calculation of Input Data For Data Element "INDATA5"
(For main programs TV~IN5, TMAIN 5T and TMAIN5V)
The first 12 input data cards are same as for data element
"INDATA" which are calculated in the previous section. Now,






NIN is the numberof vertical inlet nodes and is equal to 5 in
this case and are at 1=2 and J=l. NOUT is the number of vertical
outlet nodes and is equal to 5 in this case and are at 1=11 and
J=13. (See Fig.7.2)
i
CARD NO. FORTRAN QUANTITY !
j
14 I,J,~U(t~J,K)!y(l;J',k);T(f~J,Kr--
.-._- ---~- --- .----OJ -
For Inlet)
The discharge or inlet is at 1=2, J=l. The discharge is in
the Y-direction so the velocity in the x direction (v-velocity)
is zero and there is only u veLoc i, ty . The u vel.ocLty is
calculated as explained below.
The depth at the inlet point is 10.8 meters. There are
six grid points in the vertical direction, one being at the
surface and one being at the bottom. The velocity at the
bottom is zero. The flow depth in the numerical grid system
would give ~ of grid spacing in the vertical direction at the
top and bottom. The flow depth associated with intermediate
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grid points is one full grid spacing in the vertical direction.
The flow width at the inlet is equal to grid spacing in the
y direction. Assuming equal velocities at the upper five grid
points and zero velocity at the bottom the following formula
is used to compute the inlet velocity (U).
Velocity (U) = Rate of discharge
0.9 X depth X width
U= a~~'~ to~~6Xkio X104
= 11.9 em/sec
Non-dimensionalizing with respect to reference velocity
(30 em/sec) the velocity U (I,J,K) = 11.9 = 0.373. The
~
discharge temperature is 38.90C. Non-dimensional temperature
T(I,J,K) = 38.9 - 30.0 = 0.2967.
30.0
The input data up to card No. 18 would be the same as card 14






The fluid leaves the mixing pond at location I=ll and J=13~See Fig. 7.2)
This location is called outlet. The outlet velocity is in the
y direction and therefore it has only v-velocity. The depth
at outlet is equal to depth at inlet. Thus, the velocities at
inlet is taken to be equal to velocities at outlet. ie
U(I,J,K) = 0.373, V(I,J,K) =0
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The rest of the cards (up to 23) would be similar to card 19
except K has to be increased by 1 for every card.
7.3.3 Calculation of Input Data For Data Element "INDATA6"
(For Main Program TMAIN6)
~ :::,
Same as first 12 lines of "INDATA" or "INDATAS" which are cal-
culated in the previous sections.
7.4 Sample Input (For Far-Field Unstratified Case)
In the previous section the calculation of input para-
meters for different programs are presented. In this section


































1 a, 9 , 2, 2 ,2, 9, 9 , 9, 9 , 9,9 , 9, 9 ,9 , : , 9 r 9, 9 ,.9 , 9 , <;I , 9, 9 , 9 , ~ , 6 , J , !J,
3,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,1,9,9,9'~f9,9,s,:,~,
u,3,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,a,2,3,1,1,9,9,9,9,:,6,
" , C, :! , 1 , 9 , 9 , 1, 1 , Y, 9 ,9 , 9 ,9 ,9, 9 ,9 , 9 , d ,:.; , C , C, C ,1. ;:; , 9 , ~ ," , 9 , e ,
C,Q,C,C,3,1,~,C,1:,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,7,C,C,a,~,9,9,9,9~9,5,














11, o. Z: ,;:; .32 , '; • 35 , :: • c 9 , C. 69 , J. 1 ;: ,C • 12 ,J • ! S , C. 6 9 , :.;. C9 , 'j • 6 1 , ;j .53 r C 4 53 "





















7.4.2 Sample Input for Main Programs !MAIN 5, !MAIN 5T and









































7.5 PROGRAM EXECUTION PROCEDURE:
In order to execute the programs for the far field model,
the following steps have to be followed.
1) Input Parameters: The calculation of input parameters is
explained,tn the sample problem section (7.3). The input para-
meters depend on the discharge conditions, ambient conditions
I
and the reference quantities chosen.
2) First Run: In order to obtain three dimensional velocities
and temperatures, the main programs that have to be executed
are TMAIN 4, TMAIN 4T, TMAIN 5 and TMAIN 6. The flow chart is
shown in Figure (7.6a). The main program T}~IN 4 initializes
velocities and temperatures ie it sets, all velocities equal
to zero and temperature equal to the reference temperature.
TMAIN 4T reads IR data as the initial conditons for temperature.
If IR data is not available, the main program TMAIN4T should
not be executed. TMAINS does computations and TMAIN 6 prints
the results. In the programs, there are two units. One is
read unit, designated as unit 7 and the other is store unit,
designated as unit 8. Two tapes have to be provided, one for
the read unit (unit 7) and another for the store unit (unit 8).
3) Continuation of a Run: For extending the previous results
for more time, the run has to be continued. Now the programs
that need to be executed are TMAIN 5 and TMAIN 6. Two tapes
have to be provided for the continuation of a run also.
The following are a set of a control cards that were
used on UNIVAC 1106 computer in order to run the programs
for the first time for a far-field unstratified receiving









(All parameters on @ ASG Control Statement are optional except
file name.
A-specifies that the file being assigned is currently catalogued.
SKM is the qualifier and DULL is file name.)
CARD 3
@PACK SKl1 * DULL
(Packs the non-deleted elements of a program file, by rewriting
the file and eliminating the deleted elements)
CARD 4
@ PREP SKM 'k DULL
(Prepares an entry point table for program file, for use by the
@~~ processor in searching a LIB specified program file to s~t-
isfy undefined symbols)
CARD 5
@ASG,T 8., 16N, LAKE I
(T-specifies that the file to be assigned temporary and allows
it to have a name the same as that of an unassigned catalogued
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file. LAKE 1 is name of the tape)
CARD 6
@ MAP
(Call the MAP processor (the collector) to collect a specified
set of relocatable elements, and produce from this and execut-
I
able program which is in an absolute element format)
CARD ¥
IN SKM * DULL TMAIN 4
(TMAIN 1 is the main program which would be executed)
CARD 8
LIB SKl1 * DULL
(Specifies file as a library to be searched)
CARD 9
@XQT
(Initiates the execution of a program which is in an absolute
element format)
CARD 10
@:.ADD SKM * DULL INDATA
(Note: INDATA is the data element that provides the input
data for the TMAIN 4 main program. The calculation of INDATA







7., 16N, LAKE 1
8., l6N, LAKE 2










@ADD SKM & DULL ITPKl
(Note: ITPKl is the data element that provides the input data
for the TMAIN 4T main program. The calculation of ITPKl is
given in the sample problem)
CARD 18









IN SKM *DULL ~~IN5
CARD 22




@ ADD SKM * DULL INDATA5
(Note: INDATA 5 is the data element that provides the input
data for the TMAIN 5 main program. The calculation of INDATA5







IN SKM * DULL
CARD 28






@ ADD SKM * DULL INDATA 6
(Note: INDATA6 is the data element that provides the input
data for the THAIN 6 main program. The calculation of INDATA6
is given in the sample problem)
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7.6 Sample Output
The sample output for far field is similar to the near
field, which is given in section 6.6.
,~--~-----------
Fig 7.1 Geographic Location Of Lake 8elewssite
,...





























Fig. 7.2 Computational grid for mixing pond at Lake Belews site.
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Fig. 7.3 Identifying numbers in the Main Grid Syst~,
the BAR matrix for the Nixing Pond
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Fig.7.4 Identifyin~ numbers in the Half Grid Syste~








- 3.2. x 10-6 v2.·, Ekman (1905)
- 9 3 x 10-.66vli 8 , Hallstrom &1941) . 2
- 1:2.1 x 10- v + 2..2.5 x 10- (v-5.6) ,
Van Dorn 1S95i)
- 1.98 x 10_6 v2' Wilson (1960)









. FlGUU 7i. Relation of wind stn3S TI to wind velocity W, based on (a) eqIJation 50.
(b) equation St. (c) Saur's computions after Munk and Anderson, (d) equation 56.
Fig. 7.5 Comparison of the used wind speed versus
surface shear stress relationship with the
various suggested relationships.
(Reproduction from "A treatise on L~ology"
by George Evelyn Hutchinson, 1957)
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A A - Main Lake, horizontal
, B • MiXing Pond, horizontal
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FfG. 167a. Tbc rcIadoaF(f) - at- ac:ordiDl to Obsr::riatiODS (lopritbaDc: scale): poinlSo
values ofRicbardsoG from the atmosphere; c:rasses. values ofStommd (BIaimoft.' Bermuda
aDdWoods Hole); triaDgIcs. va1ua of BaDzawa.
Fig. 7.6 Comparison' of the used turbulent eddy
diffusivities with the observed values:
(Reproduction from "Physical Oceanography"










Fig. 7.6a Flow Chart for Program Execution
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• 4.96 m/sgc (11.1 mph) 2200
• 229 X 10 ~g/hr(1012 X}O GPM)




















































Fig. 7.gVelocity distribution at vertical section




Discharge Temp: 38.9 - 39.1u C
Air Temp- I 23.9 - 2 B.90 e
- Wind I 3.7 - 5.0 rn/sec
(8.3 - 1.2 rnph) SSW
LEGEND






Comparison of the mathematical model predicted isotherms with
the afternoon tso~herms obtained by infr~red scanning in the





aOSamp1e Case, Far-Field (Stratified Case, Lake)
The sample case for far-field stratified and unstratified
cases are very much similar. In this section the extra in-
formation that is needed for the stratified case will be show~
8.1 Problem S~atement: This is the same as that for an un-
stratified pond case, except here it is required to find
velocity and temperature distributions in a stratified lake.
8.2 Choice of Programs: Since this is a stratified case,
the programs to be used are (1) TI1AIN 4B, (2) TMAIN5B,
TMAIN5TB, TMAIN5VB and (3) TMAIN 6B. The data elements that
go with these main programs are (1) DAT&~ (2) DAML5 and
(3) DATAML6. If the initial conditions are known (ie ground
truth data and IR data), then the program TMAIN4TB can be used.
The data element that goes with it is ITLK1. The authors in
this case had initial conditions for August 26, 1977 (Mathavan,
1977) and, therefore, they used TI·~IN 4TB and ITLKl.If the in-
itial conditions are not known, zero velocity and and ambient temp-
erature can be used as initial conditions. In this case, the pro-
gram TI·~IN 4TB and the data element ITLKI that goes with it can be
thro~vn away and yet velocity and temperature distributions can be
obtained. The flow chart is shown in Fig.s (9.2 to q 4)
8.3 Calculation of Input Parameters: In this section, the
specification of the grid system, and the reference quantities
chosen, will be presented first 1ollowed by the actual cal-
culation of input parameters. Only those quantities that did
102
not ~ppear in the unstratified section and
stratified case, will be presented.
are necessary for
(1) Grid System: The computational domain of 2880 meters by
6720 meters in the horizontal plane as shown in Fig. (8.1)
covers most' of the lake. A grid size of 240 meters by 240
meters gives a 23 X 13 mesh in the horizontal plane. The depth
is divided into five layers, thus giving a 29 X 13 X6 mesh for
the entire computational domain.
(2) Reference Quantities: Reference quantities are used to
non-dimensionalize the input parameters and they are given
below:
Reference velocity : 30 cm/sec
oReference temperature: 30 C
Reference horiztonal length: 6732 meters
~eference dpeth = Maximum depth = 40 meters
Reference Horizontal eddy viscosity = 4.5 X 10 6 cm2/sec
2Reference vertical eddy viscosity = 10 cm /sec
Pr = 1 is chosen
Reference horizontal eddy diffusivity
Reference vertical eddy diffusivity =
= 4.5 X 106, cm2/sec
210 cm /sec
8.3.1 Input Data for Data Element "DATAl'1L" (For main program
TMAIN 4B)
The calculation of the first 12 input data cards is sim-
ilar to "INDA.TN' which was explained in section 7.3 of the previous







This is to be selected based on the domain type and an
example how to make the choice is given in Fig. (7.4). This







The procedure for dtermining MRH is similar to MAR and
can be determined very easily as is explained in Fig. (7.5)









T.lis set of input data cards represents the non-d~mensional
I
depth matrix. The depth data for Lake Belews site is obtaiEed
from geological survey maps and they are non-eddmena LonaLd cod
using a reference depth of 40 meters. This data can be 5::'':''-4
in the input data in section~.4)
8.3.2 Calculation of Input Data for Data Element "DATAML5"
(For main programs TMAIN5B, TMAIN5TB and TMAINsVB)
The first 13 cards are the same as that of "DATAML" which
~~~ explained in the section S.3.1.
input data will be explained.





Number of Inlet nodes (NIN) in this case 3












This set of input data cards are for the inlet into the lake.
'Lhe discharge is introduced at three grid points identified by
1=27, J=3 and K= 1,2 and 3. The discharge velocity is cal-
culated uisng the following quantities.
Plant discharge = 228.9 X 106kg
D~scharge depth = 8 meters
Discharge width = 240 meters





v-velocity is calculated as follows:
= 228 X 10 6 X 103
.2 X 3600 X 2400 X 800 X 0.9926
= 3.336 cm/sec
This velocity is non-dimensionalized with reference velocity
which is equal to 30 cm/sec.
v(1,J,K) = 3.336 = 0.111
30
The discharge temperature
Non-dimensional temperature = 39 30
30








This set of cards are for outlet velocity and outlet velocity
is in the y-direction. The outlet velocity is equal to the inlet
velocity.
106
Yo = 3.336 em/sec
which after non-dimensionalization gives
U(I,J,K) = Uo = 3.336 = 0.111
Uref 30
V(I,J,K) = U(I!J,K) [ie, V1 ( 27 , 3 , K) = Uo(19~2~KD
ihe outlet velocity is at I = 19, J=2, K = 1,2 and 3.
8.3.3 Calculation of Input Data for "DATAML6" (Eor main program,S
'l'MAIN6)
Same as first 13 lines of "DATAMLY'
8.4 Sample Input (For Far Field Stratified Case)
In the previous rection the calculation of Input parameters
for different programs is presented. In this section the








































































i 1 5 , 0 . 2 4 , O. 2 4 , o . 5 0 , 0 . j 4 ' 0 · 23 , 0 . 2 8 , 0 . 26 . a . S7 · Q. 88 , b . 5 Q, 0 . 2 4, 0 •• 0.
- 16,0.24,u.50,o.50,U.19'0·21.0.,0.23,0.S7,O.80,o.50,0.24'0.,0.














8.4.2 Sample Input for Main Programs T}~INSB, TMAINSTB
and TMAINSVB (DATANL5)




















8.4.3 Sample Input for Main Program ~~IN6 (DATP.J'~6)





























8.5 Program Execution Procedure
The execution procedure for far field stratified case is
similar to the unstratified case which is explained in section
(7.5), except TI1AIN 4T, TI"~IN 5 and TI'~IN 6 have to be replaced
by T}~IN STB, TI1AIN 5B and TI1AIN 6B and the data elements
ITPKl, INDATA 5 have to be changed to ITLKl, DATAL1L5.
8.6 Sample Output
The sample output for far field stratified is similar to
the near field which is given in section (6.6).
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SOME REPRESENTATIVE RESULTS FOR










































•• 75 sec (11.1 mph)Time Step 96 /see /hTotal Time I 4. m 100 kg r
d I 229 X 103 GPM)Win t Discharge (1012 X
06
cm~/sec
Plan 4 5 X 1 2/ ec
1 viscosity. 10-0.1 cm s
. "orizont~ viscosity I variable







Fig. . t theibutionaity distr 6 1976.8. 2JJe loc August 2, .ite fors .
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I 4.96 m/sgc (11.1 mph)
I 229 X 10 k9/h~
(1012 X 106 em /sec)
4.5 X 106 cm2/sec
10-0.1 cm2/sec
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Fig. 8.3 Ve·locity distribution at vertical section a Lonq J=lO in the Main Lake
at Lake Belews site for August 26, 1976.
Time Step I 1 sec
Total Tim~. 75 sec
wtrid I 4.96 m/sfic (11. 1. mph) 2200
Plant Discharge : 229 X 10 Jg!hr
(1012 X 10 GPM)
..Horizonta 1 Viscosi ty;4. 5 X 106 cm2/aec
Vertical Viscosity. 10-0.1 cm2/aec
Depth. Variable .~~
IL--_' r:=c:::J
o 0.5 em/sec ~ m
Vertical











Fig. 8.9Velocity distribution at vertical section alonq I~lO in the Main Lake
at La~e Belews site for August 26, 1976.
Discharge TempI 38.9 - 39.1oC
Air Temp I 23.9 - 2B.90C













Fig. 8.10 Comparison of the mathematical predicted lsotherms with the
afternoon isotherms obtained by infrared scanning in the
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THE EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE AND THE
SURFACE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
The net heat transfer through a water surface is composed
of radiation penetrating the water surface from above, radiation









•These are indicated schematically in the following figure.
CD._ ..
u.
Fig. 1. Heat Transfer Mechanisms at the Water Surface
The following heat balance results,
cPn • Cl'GCl'sr + Cl'a~ - ~r - Cl'e - oCl'c: ••••••••••• \ ;"~-la)
Cl'sn Cl'an
where Cl'n:= net heat input = "" + CI' - CD...- - ""e - Cl'c ••• (A-lb).,.sn an 00 T r ....
Now, equation (A-l) may be rewritten as,
<l'n • Cl'r - Cl'L •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ..(t. -2)
<I' = Cl'sn + CPanWhere. r = net absorbed radiation ~
and
A.l Equilibrium Temperature Calculation, Te (See AppendixB)
Under equilibrium conditions equation (A-2) yields,
CPn • 0 a CPr - Cl'r,
so that
<I' •r
...... ~ ~ .................•.•••••... (A-3)
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Then by using the approximate formulae in Harelman et al
(1975) we obtain by setting T = T ~
s e




.)4 + F(W) ( (es-e
a) + 'b (Ta-TaD.. (;~··4)
Where Cl'sc = clear sky solar radiation
C = cloudiness ratio
T = air temperature (oC or of)
a
T = equilibrium temperature (oC or of)
e
o 0T*= absolute temperature ( K or R)
F(W) = windspeed function (BTU/ft2/day, rom Hg)
e = saturated vapor pressure at water surface temperature
s
(mm Hg)
e = saturated vapor pressure at air temperature (mm Hg)
a
a = Stefan-Boltxmann constant ~ 4,1 X 10-8 BTU/ft2,
o 4day, R
Cb= Bowen constant = 0,255 mm Hg/oF (see Appendix B)
W = windspeed (mph)
For natural water surface,
F(W) = l7W , .. , '.' .. (A-Sa)
and, for an artificially heated surface,
F(W) = 22.4 (T
e
- T
a)1/3 + 17\·1. , " , (A-5b)
Thus, equation {A-.!9 becomes,
_ 0.97~ ('1' .)4 + 17W [(e -e ) + 0.255 ('1' -'1' >]--(i,!-6)
e s a e a
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Location - Miami (latitude 26oN)
Date - December 20
From CRC (1970),
~ • 25°C ~ e ~ 0.43 psia
a a
° ..- = e =0.51 psia~_'~,27 C as guess = e s e
From Harleman et al (1975);.
~sc:"; ~25 Lanq1eys/day - 1560 B'ro/ft2/day ••• using
10(1.'(sunshine curve at 26oN. Dec. 20
Note: 1 Langley/min. - 220.62 BTU/ft2/day ... using
100% sunshine curve at 26oN, December 20
Note: 1 Langley/min. = 220.62 BTU/ft2, hr. = 1 calorie/cm2,min.
Then using equation (C-6) with C=O
0.94 (1560) (1) + 1.16 x 10-13 (5.37xl02) 6 (1) = 4250
-8· 2 44 x 10 (5.406xlO) + 170 ( (.255) (2)+ (.08) (51.7)]
4206 close enough:
•
• • Te '; 2,oC
(where 1 psia = 51.7 mm Hg)
Then from equation (b- 8) ,
..
x - 3.SS x 4.1 x 10-S(Se406xl02)3
ro,.. 2 0
X • 290 B'rU/ft, F, day







0.94 Cl' (~-o.65<?) + 1.16 x 10-13(~a*)6(l+O.~7c2)sc .
- o. 97cp (~ *)4 + r: 22.4 (~--T ) 1/3 + 14T•1
e e a'!J
[<e -e ) + 0.255 (T -T ) ]--------------------, A -7)
":tt' s a e a \=
:i_:,:::"c~orc, r: k q:Jr or ·nowr. SC, e ,
, s c , T <lnd Ha a T C<ln be (ctcr!inc2c
by trial and error methods.
A.2Surface Heat Transfer Coefficient (K)
From Harleman et al (1975) the surface heat transfer co-
efficient K, can be determined as follows
a~ cCj)n






where 'r -:afT + T ) /2
. av \ s e
Thus,
", ;l Cj) (T ) andTr r s
•
... = o.
. * 3 . oe






for natural water surface
fer artificially heat~
water surface
A. J Nummerical Example
Sonsider natural water surface




The quilibrium surface temperature, T
e~ for a natural
water surface, can be greater than the atmospheric temperature,
Ta, whereby Ts increases from values below Ta up to Te as
equilibrium.~s reached. As can be seen in the figure below




> Ta during the hours of sunshine and Te < Ta






4 a 12 16 20
- ----- -.-------- --1:;;;-0£ Day·~ (Hours)
Fig. (2) Daily variation of air temperature and computed
equilibri~ temperature.
* This plot is taken from Parker (1968) and has nQ relation to
the numerical example given in this paper. However, the





The analysis in this section is taken from Harleman et ai.
(1975) and is summarized.
B.l Solar Radiation (short wave)
The incident solar radiation impinging on the water sur-
face may be expressed as
clear sky solar radiation obtained using the 100%
possible sunshine curve (given in Appendix A)
C = fraction of sky covered by clouds.
The reflected solar radiation is typically 6% of incident
solar radiation, hence the net solar radiation absorbed by
the water surface is,
cP~ • CPs - CPsr"= O.94~sc(1-O.65C2)
B.2 Atmospheric Radiation (long wave)
The basic equation for the incident atmospheric radiation,
is given as
Where • = average emmitance of the atmosphere
o = Stefan-Boltzmann constant
T * = air temperature (absolute)
a
However, good agreement with experimental data has indicated
that E is a function of T , and specifically, T *6 dependence
a a
gives best results for atmospheric radiation at low temperatures,
water surface temperature.
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as well as providing a good fit at high temperatures. Clear
sky incident atmospheric radiation, ~ac , may be expressed as,
and, then incident atmospheric radiation including cloudiness
may be expr~ssed as,
A figure of 3% is usually accepted as reflectance of a water
surface to longwave radiation. Thus the net atmospheric
radiation absorbed by the surface is
and, therefore, we have
B.3 Longwave Radiation from the Water Surface, co or
Harleman et al (1975) note that the emmissivity of a
water surface is independent of temperature and salt or colloidal
concen~rations, and gives a value of 0.97. Thus we ,obtain,
Where T
s
B.4 Evaporative Heat Flux, cP e
Evaporation from a water surface occurs as a result of both
forced (wind-driven) convection and free (bouyancy driven)






} {es - e z}
Where, E = mass vlux (mass/area/time)
p = density of water
~ :H
W = windspeed at height z above surface
z
F(Wz) = windspeed function for mass flux including both
free and forced convection effects (length/time/
pressure)
e = saturated vapor pressure at T
s s
e = vapor pressure at height z above surface
z
Then writing the above equation in heat units, the evaporative
heat flux ~e, is given by,
Where F(W ) = windspeed function for heat flux (energy/area/
z
time/pressure)
Now, dropping the z subscript (and assuming W measured "z"
above the surface ~ W at the surface) we may express F(W)









B.5 Conduction Heat Flux,~ ~
Bowen (1926) has suggested that conduction can be directly
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related to evaporative fluxes by assuming that eddy diffusi-
vities of heat and mass are identical, Thus~
Where Rb=Cb .1:8:aI= Bowen Ratio
"s a
and Cb=Bowen constant = 0.255 mID Hg/oF







9.0 DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
For the readers convenience, the computer programs and
their description are included in this section. There are
two sets of main programs, one set for the near field and
the second for the far-field. These main programs are des-
cribed along with the flow charts in subsection (9,1,1)
I
Subsection (9.2) describes subroutines for both the near field
and far field.
9.1 Main Programs for the Near-Field and Far-Field
There are four main programs for the near-field. They
are AMAIN1, AMAIN2, TI·1AINl and TMAIN2. AMAIN programs are
for velocity only, and TMAIN programs are for velocity and
temperature. AMAINl and TA}IINl are to be used for constant
depth and AMAIN2 and TMAIN2 for variable depth conditions.
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9.1.1 AMAIN 1 (Main Program for Near-Field)
The main program reads in the data, initializes the nec-
essary quantities and coordinates the subroutines and calculates
velocities only for a near field problem. The parameter state-
~ :;,
ment defines the size of the computational domain. The sub-
routine READ3 reads MAR and r1RH matrices. The subroutine 'INITIAl
sets the velocities in the receiving basin equal to zero. If
there is current, the subroutine ICURNT I has to be called after the
subroutine I INITIAl , which would set the velocities everywhere in
the domain equal to the CURNT velocity. Then it follows a set of
subroutines to calculate the velocity field for the entire domain
for the given discharge and ambient conditions.
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Cw R( H., J~ , KN) , W;W ( ! 10 ~~ ,J i; 'I , Ktl ) ,P ( IOj N ,Jl.' ~D ,0 ( IN , IN , K" I ,:: r r N, J ~ , KNI ,
CWHLDT(I~N,J~N),XI~T(l~,JN),YINT(I~,JNI,H(IN,JN,KNI,G«I~,JN,KN),
CHIe H~, Jrn ,HX «IN, J N) , HY ( IN, J~;) , MAR ( 1"1, IN I , H i1H ( IlV'~ , J. N) ,F H ( I 'oJ N, Ji. N ) ,
CO p S X( IN, J NJ , DPS Y ( IN, J N)
DIM E: N5 lOr.; A3 ( KN)













KEAD Z, AA .e a ,CC
DLZ=(DX~DX*JY*DYI/(DX*DX.OY*DY)
FORMA T ()
1F(I~Uh.GT.C) GO T~ 3
CAL L 1 NI Tl A (1 N, ..1~. ,K N , I" "I ,J"~ ,U , II t Ioi ,;,; H.,D ,E , P, r ,J ,K , I;oj, J" , ,'R 6 P )
CALL READ3(!,J,IN,Jh,Ik,..1W,IhN,J~N,M~R,M~H}









C( ( ( E ( I ,.J , K) , K = ~ , K N I ,J=1 , J N I , 1=l , IN J ,
C( (( WIn I:.: , Jo;, K I , K::.! , KN J , J w=1 ,..1 ~N J , H: =1 , H: N ) ,
C( ( ( W( I , J , K) , K =1, 1\N J , J =1 , .J~; I , 1=1 , IN) ,
C«(~R(I,J,K),K::.!,K~I,J::'l,..1~),I=ltIN),
C( (WRH(1lo,..JIoI,K),K=l,KNJ ,JI.I=l,JIoONJ ,IW=l,IWNI",
C( IP (Iiol ,JIoi' ,..114=1 ,.J~N I ,I "'=1, H'N I
c,«HI(l,..1J,J=I,J~'rI=1,!N),
C( CHXII,JI,.J=l,.JNI ,!=l,~N},
C( (H 'I' ( r , J ) ,J= 1 ,J ~~ } ,I =I, I 'I J ,
C( (HA R ( I , .J) ,J=l, J ro, I , 1=1, I!'o I ,
















































































































































9.1.2 A}~IN2 (Main Program for Near-Field)
This is same as fu~IN1, except, this main program is to
be used when the depth is variable. The subroutine GRADS





CALCULATES U,V,~, FOR VA~IASLE DEPTH LAKE WITH STRETCHING
ALGORITHM
PARAMETER IN=la,~~=2l,~N=S,I~N=17,JWN=2J
DIHENS 10 N U(I N, J t-; ,K N) • " ( IN, IN ,K rl ) ,\oj CI r-;,IN , K"I J ,1m ( I \l N, Jill N, KN) ,
CW R ( rx, J'I , KIf) , \.litH ( Iw I~ , J ioN , K~.) , P ( lION, .110 N) ,0 ( !N ,J" , K~ ) ,c: (IN, JJ" , KN) ,






















. IF ( I RUN.GT• OJ GO TO 3
TTOT=O.:J










C( ( (E U, J ,K) ,K =1, K~ J ,J= 1, IN ) ,I=1 , IN J ,
C( ( ( ioi H ( 1W, JW,K J, J( =1 , KN ) , J :.i=1 ,J WN I , I W=1 ,I II N J ,
C( ( ( W( I ,J ,K) ,K =1 ,K '" J ,J = 1 ,IN ), 1= 1 ,I N"' ,
C«((WK(I,J,KJ,K=l,KN',J=l,JN),I=l,IN),
CI((WRH(IW,JW,KJ,K=l,KNJ,J~=:,JWN),IW=l,IWN),
C( (P II W,J W) ,J W=1, J \ON ) ,I iii =1, I \.IN)
C,((HI(I,J),J=l,JNJ,I=l,INJ,
C( (HX(I,JJ,J=l,J~J ,I=l,INJ,
C( (H Y( I, J ) ,J= 1 ,J'; J , 1=1, IN J ,
C( (MAo R( I, J) ,J = r, J N) , 1= 1 , I I. I ,







































































c1 CAL L I ,.j TEL I , J ,K , I r.; , J N, KN , U, v , W, HI, HX , HY , MAR, XIN T , YI r:T , ~ 3, J.I ,
62 CAH,AV,TAUX,TAUY,uX,OY,DZ.D,E,DT,DPSX,CPSY,APJ
6 3 .~:J' CAL L CoR INHI, J • K , IN, J N , KN • ~ 8 R • U , V, XI ,...T , YI ~T •oZ ,H I • ~AR J
6/9 "", CAL LOP SXYCr , J, IN, J N, I It , J'of , H. ~ , J In.. ,0F SX ,0 P SY • P • 0 x ,0 Y• ,.... R J













78 CALL WHATIJCI,J,K,IIoi.JIo,IN.JN,KN,H:N,J.N.W ,OIH,MARJ



















9.1.3 ··THAUn. (HaLn Program for Near Field)
This is a main program and is used for obtaining velocity
and temperature distribution in the near field of a constant depth basin. The
parameter statement defines the size of the computational
domain. The subroutine READ 3 reads ~~R and MRH matrices.
The subrouvine INITIA initializes the velocity and pressure
field. The subroutine INITIT initializes the temp~rature
field. It sets temperature in the whole domain equal to tile
reference temperature. The Flow Chart which the main pr08~~m
follows is shown in Fig. ( 9.1). The subroutines are also






















SET SURFACE VELOCITIES TO ZERO
Subroutines: ~THTOP, vnIATIJ
t
COMPUTE FORCING FUNCTION FOR
POISSON EQUATION


















~ i---t: (~~~~ 2) 1











































































































CALL RE AD 2 l U, V, WH ,P .r ,~ ,K,I W,JW,I N, J N,K N, 1101 N,JWN , 0,' E', HX , HY, HI,

































































































DO 20 1= l,IN
DO 20 J= l,JN
WDCI,J,l)=W(I,J,lJ
CONTINUE
DO 30 1= l,IN

















































9.1. I: 'llfAIN2 (l-mn Program for Near Field)
This is the same as TI'~IN 1, except, this program is to be used
when the depth is variable. The surbourtine GRADSlcomputes



























































o IHENSI 0 N UCI N, ~N ,KNJ , V l IN , IN ,1< N J ,W lIN,.1 N,KN J ,WH ( I WN, .1W N, KN J ,
CWRlI~,.1N,KNJ,WR~lIWN,.1WN,K~),PlI~N,~WNJ,OlIN,JN,KNJ,EfIN,.1N,KNJ,
CWHLOT(IW~,JWN),XINTlIN,.1NJ,YINTfIN,JNJ,HlIN,JN,KN),GCIN,~N,KNJ,



































































































































































































CTAV, AKT, ce , cW,A. B,C ,EUL , T, TW,RO ,R OW ,TE , RR EF , TRE F , TO,TAMB , TT 0TJ
CALL PRPARACAI,AH,AV,AP,DX,DY,DZ,DT,CL2,HAXIT,EPS,OHEGA,
CARBP,TAUX,TAUy,TTOT,MAR,HRH,IN,JN,IWN,~WNJ












MAIN PROGRAMS FOR FAR-FIELD
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9.1.5 Tl'1AIN4 (Hain Program for Far-Field)
This is a main program. This program is used for in-
itializing velocity and temperature fields for shallow unstrat-
ified basins with constant vertical viscosity. The progr~~
also fills in the depth matrix. The program fills in the MAR
':11
and MRH matrices which define the relative location of
computational points in the full and the half grid systems,
respectively. The PARAMETER statement defines the size of the
computational grid system. The program uses the data element
lUDATA. First, twelve lines of the da t a are read in by TIYIAln4.
lhe subroutine READ3 reads the MAR and MRH matrices in that
sequence. The INITIA subroutine initializes the velocity and
pressure fields. The velocity field is set equal to zero ~.nd
the pressure field is set equal to unity everywhere. The sub-
routine I~ITIT initializes the temperature field equal to the
~eference temperature everywhere in the domain of interest.
The subroutine HITEA reads in the depth matrix. The subroutine
GRADS computes slopes of the bottom of the basin in x and y
directions. The print statements are included in subroutines
RI~AD3A and GRADS. The subroutine READ3A prints out MAR and
MRH matrices. The subroutine GRADS prints out the depth matrix
and the two matrices of x and y slopes. The program stores
initialized and computed physical quantities on Unit 8.
rElement RTI14 is used to provide computer commands necessary to





































































Compute forcing function for
Poisson equation
Subroutine:INTE,DINERU,DUVY,
DVVYt DVISUXDVISVCDIZZ,ROIN Y DPS Y FOR E
!












Store non-zero vertical veloci-
ties at the surface, compute
temperature with zero surface










Compute vertical velocity in
































































DI PIE NSI 0 Pol UCI N, J N,1< NI ,V (IN, .IN ,KNI ,iii (IN ,.IN ,KNI ,iii H( rWN, .JW N, KN) ,




































IF (IRUN.EQ.OJ GO TO 15
IF (IRUN.[O.lJ GO TO 16







C ( C~ x CI , J J , I =1 , I ,.. ) ,.1 =1 ,.1 N I ,













































9.1.6 TMAIN4T (Hain Program for Far Field)
This is a main program. This program is used for shallow
unstratified basins with constant vertical viscosity. This
program is used to update the initial temperature field frOD a
constant value everywhere as defined by TMAIN4 to a better
defined temperature field. The subroutine READ2A reads in the
values of physical quantities stored by TMAIN4. The read-in
unit is numbered 7. The subroutine INITI1 reads in the surface
temperatures defined as data element ITPK1. Such temperatures
are obtained from infrared scanning of the water surface. The
temperatures below the surface are computed from a specified
temperature gradient in the vertical direction. Computations
for temperatures below the surface are also made in subroutine
INITM. The subroutine STOR2A writes out the updated vaLu-.s on
unit #8. The subroutine TPRIN2 prints out the updated tempera-
t~re field. The program also sets the time count to zero. The
element RTM4T provides with the computer commands necessary to


































DIHENSI0 N UU "', IN ,KN I, V CIN, Jtl ,K N I ,iI lIN ,IN ,KNI, WH CIWN, JWN, KN I,
CWRCl~,JN,KNI,WRH(I~N,JWN,K~),PCIWN,JWNJ'OCIN,JN,KNJ,ECIN,JN,KNJ,
CWHlOT(IWN,JWN),XIJ\TCIN,JN),YINTCIN,JNI,HCIN,JN,KN),6(IN,JN,KNJ,

























9.1.7 TMAINS (Main Program for Far Field)
This is a main program. This is the program which p~r­
forms most of the computations. Solutions are propagated in
time for both the velocity field and the temperature field.
Values stored by TMAIN4T are read in by subroutine READ2A
from Unit 17. First twelve lines of data element INDATA
(defined as data element INDATA5) are used to provide with ~he
values for basic parameters. The subroutine INLETAimposes the
~lliet and outlet velocities and temperatures onto the com-
putational domain. INLETA -:ubroutine reads lines 13 through
the last line of data element INDATA5. The subroutine ERROR
computes the contribution of nonzero surface vertical velocities
to the rigid lid pressure. The subroutines WHTOP and WHATIJ
set the surface vertical velocities to zero. The subroutines
INTE partially evaluates the forcing function in the Poisson1s
equation for rigid-lid pressure. The subroutine CORINT adds
the contribution of Coriolis force to the values computed by
ElTE. The subroutines ROINTX and ROINTY add the contribution of
bouyancy to the terms in the forcing function. The subroutine
DPSXY computes the pressure gradients at the surf~~e along the
boundary for use in the solution of Poisson's equation for rigid
lid pressure. The subroutine FORCE combines all terms of the
forcing function. The subroutine PREI computes the rigid lid
pressure field by iteration. The subroutine UVT uses the a and
S momentum equations to evaluate u and v at grid points beLow
the surface. The subroutine UANVC add the contribution of
Coriolis force to u and v. The subroutine UVTOP computes the
surface velocities from the velocities below the surface by
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utilizing the specified velocity gradient due to wind. The
subroutine OLDUV updates the values of u and v. The subroutines
RWH and WHATIJ compute the vertical velocity, the continuity
equation is used in the process. The nonzero surface vertical
velocities are then saved as WD. The surface vertical velocities
Ware set equal to zero before going into the energy equation.
The subroutine TEMI4 computes temperatures at the.interior points.
The subroutine TEMB2 computes temperatures at the boundary points.
The subroutine OLDT updates the values of temperature. The
subroutine TEQB checks for thermal instability and mixes the
water to create stable temperature field. The subroutine DENSTY
computes the new density field from the new temperature field
using the equation of state. The nonzero vertical surface velo-
cities are now restored. The subroutines RWRH and RWR compute
the vertical veloci~ in the x-y-z coordinates from the values
in a, S,y coordinates. The subroutine STOR2A stores the updated
values on unit #8. The element RTMS provides, the computer





























































D I HE NSION UUN,IN ,KN ) , VCIN, IN ,KN) ,Ii CIN, IN , KN) , Ii H CIii N, ~Ii N, KN J ,







CAL l REA 02 ( U, V, IrJ H, P, I , J , K,I 10 , J W• IN, J N, KN, lw N• JW N,0 •t •HX, HY,HI ,
CHAR,HRH,At,AH,A~.AP,OX.OY,oZ,OT.TAUX,TAUY.W,WR,WRH'TAI,TAH,TAV.AKT
C,eB,CW,A,B,C,rUL,T,RO,TE,RREF,TREF,TO,TAHB.TTOT.ITN,EXI



















































































































































9.1.8 TI1AIN5T (Main Program for Far Field)
This program simulates temperatures only for unstratified
shallow basins with constant vertical eddy viscosity. Steps
involved in its execution are similar to those involved in

















































































































































CAll OE NSTV (! ,J ,K ,1 W,J~ ,IN, IN ,KN,IW N,JW N, A, B, C, HAP , ~RH, T,
CRO,RREF, TREFJ
DO IfC."I=l,IN









9.1.9 T~~IN5V (Main Program for Far Field)
This program simulates velocities only for unstratifi?d
shallow basins with constant vertical eddy viscosity, Steps
involved in its execution are similar to those involved in the





























































CWRtI t-c ,IN ,KN) • li:R H(!WN ,JWN , KN ) ,P (Hi N, JWN ) , DII N, IN, KN) ,E ( IN, IN, KN),
CWHLOT(Iw~,JWNJ,XINT{IN,JNJ,YINT(IN,JN),H{IN.JN.Kh),G{IN,JN,KN),
CHICIN,JN),HX(IN,JN),HY(IN,~N),MAR(Ih.JN),MRHCIWN,JWN),FH(IWN.JWNJ,
C 0 f S X q:~ , ..;N) ,D F S Y 1IN , ~N )
OIHENSION A3{KNJ
OH1ENSIOt-. TlI~.~N,KN),RO{!N,JN,KN),
CRINTX UN ,IN,K to ,RINTY (IN ,IN ,KNJ •
CALL REA02lU,V,WH,P,I,J,K,lW,JW,lN,JN,KN,IWN,JWN,O,E,HX,HY,HI,














































































CALL ROI~TYU ,..I ,I< ,IP> ,..IN ,KN,OX ,OY ,OZ ,RO,AP ,CUt,HItMAR,
CRINTy,HY ,YINT I
CALL OPSXY(I,J,!N,JN,IW,JW,!~N,JWN,CPSX,DPSy,P,DX,Dy,HARJ













CA Ll RWB (I ,.1,1(, HI ,.HI ,I t.l ,IN ,KN ,HIN ,JWN ,U ,v ,11 H, HI, OX ,OY ,DZ, HRH)
CAll WHA TIJ (1 ,J ,K ,I II ,..Ill ,IN ,IN ,KN ,IWN,JWN ,II ,WH ,HAR J
CCNTINUE









9.1.10 TI·~IN6 (Main Program for Far Field)
This is a main program. This program prints out values
stored on Unit #8. Subroutines PRPARA, TPRINl and PRITEX
print out the basic parameters. The subroutine PRPINT prints
out the rigid lid pressure field. The subroutine PRUV:prints
out the ho'f'izontal velocity field. The subroutine PRWH prints
out the vertical velocity field. The subroutine IPRIN2
prints out the temperature field. The element RTM6 provides




















































IF fIRUN.EQ.OJ GO TO 3
IF (IRUN.EQ.IJ (0 TO 16























9.1.11 TMAIN4CB (Main Program for Far Field)
This program is similar to TMAIN4. This program is used
to initialize velocity, temperature and pressure fields for
a deep stratified cooling lake. This program reads first
27 lines of data element DATAML. Element RTM4B provides


























































01 H:: I; S 1 o~. U( I I: , J I, ,K ~; I , v ( V. , JI\ , KN I , " ( I 1\, J r, , KN 1 ,\" H I I ..h JoiN, KN ) ,
C \oJ K CIN, ~ ~~ • KN 1 , I.';:: H I I~, ~J ,J Ii ~ ,K 1~ ) , P ( HPJ, Jio In ,D ( IN , J!\ , K ~:) , t: ( IN, IN , K N1 ,





l FOt\~lkT r rer s i













































9.1.12 TI1AIN4TB (Main Program for Far Field)
This program is similar to T}~IN4T. This program specifies
measured initial temperatures for a deep stratified cooling
lake. This program reads data element ITLK1. Element RTM4TB
































o Ii~ ENS I O~: U( I ~! , J t, ,K N I , V ( r Ii t J~~ , K~; I , ~ ( IN, Jilt I',~J ) , ~H ( 110.1., JtJ Nt I<N I ,
Ct.iR ( Hi t IN , K~) , wRH ( II. N , J "N , K r, J , P ( hi N , Jk 10 , 0 ( r~" JI. , K ,~ I , :: ( 1 N , J r-. , K N) ,








REA 0 2, ( (AMIN TIN t LJ ,L =:. r NTLV J ,~,=1 , t\ Tl )
fORMAT (I .












9.1.13 TIy~IN5B (Main Program for Far Field)
This program is similar to ~~IN5. This program is used
to simulate velocities and temperatures in a coupled fashion
for a deep stratified cooling lake. This program reads data
element DATAML5. Element RT}f5B provides control statements
~3'
































































DIM ~ r,S ION U( I '0/, J ~. , K~ ) , V( I ~: , JrJ , KNJ ,'" ( I ~"JN , K', ) ,,,, H ( I'" N, JIj ~ , KN) ,
ClJ R( !~; , J N, K~) , \0: q H( I .. N, J .. ~ • KN) • P ( I k ~ • JI. N I ,0 ( r hj , J r. , K~, I , ~ ( IN, J N, KN) ,
CWHLOT(IW~,JW~),XrNT(IN,.1N),YINT(IN,J~),H(!N,JN.KN),C(IN,.1N,KN),








































CAL L WHATI J ( I ,J , r< ,I \.; , J " , H; ,Jr~ ,K N, Hi ~ , J:.i r4 • \.: , r; H,MAK )
CAL L r NT £ 8 ( ! , J I K , IN , .1N , KN , lJ , V I IN , HI, HX , HY ,MAP. , X I 'H , Y INT , t. 3 , A I ,
CAH,AV,TAUX,TAUY,GX,CY.[l,O,t,DT,DP~X,rpSY,AP,T,TREF
C, CONS, AV hX, AV ~/j)
CALL CO~!NT(I,.1,K,IN,Jr,.KN,ABR,U,V,X!r;r,YII'-;T,OZ.HI,~·AF.)
C A. L L ReI NT X( I ,J • K,I r, , J N, KN, [,X, 0 Y, DZ , R0, AP , tu L ,H J ,




























































CAL L 0 LO UV( I , J, K, IN, J'l , Kt-< , l: ,'J ,0 , z I
CALL OLDUV(I,J,K,IN,JN,KN,H,G,U,VJ
CALL RhH(I,J,K,I~,J~,I~,J~,KN,!W~,JWN,U,V,~H,HI,OX,Cy,~l,MRHI
CAL L WHA TI J CI ,J ,K ,I Ii ,J ... , IN, IN ,K N, I Lot N, J~ N, W,.J H ,M.A. R )
00 20 l=l,IN
00 2U J= 1,J~!
\01 D( I, J, 1) =tI ( I ,J, l.)
CONTlNUS




CAL l TEMIl;3 (I •J , K, IN, J N, KN, U, V, T , TD,OX, CB , DY ,D:Z , :.; , DT, TA. I , TAH. TAV,





CAL L DC~ ST3 ( I , J , K •r I." ,J W, IN, IN ,K f': , I k'N, J~ N, A,S , C • MAR, f"R H, T,
CRO,RRE:F, TREF )
. DO 4C I=l,IN
00 Ita J=l,J~






CA LL S TO Rza ( U, V, Ii H, P rI rJ ,K , r iN ,J W, H. , J N, KN, IJ 1"" .jl.! ~ , [; , E, HX, HY r
CHI,HAR,MRH,AliAH,AV,AP,DX,Dy,DZ,OT,TAUX,TAUy,W,WR,~QH,T~I,TAHt




9.1.14 -1}MIN5VB (Main Program for Far Field)
This program is similar to TMAIN5V. This program is used
to simulate velocities only for a deep stratified cooling LaKe.
This program uses data element DATAML5. Element RTM5VB





2 DIM ~ r;S ION U( r NI J,.. , K" ) I IJ CIN, Jl, , K'1 ) ,\.. ( I r, J N , kN ) ,IJH ( HHI, JW ,~ , KN ) ,
3 CIi ~ ( I I, , .; N , KI,) , \' h I-' ( r \o~, ,J i-I11 ,~; N ) ,P ( I ~~, ,J .. tI.) ,0 ( H~ "HJ , K r~ ) , ~ CI ~, , IN , K N ) ,
4 CioI HLOT ( I wr,I J ~~, ) , x III: T ( I ,~ , J II ) , YIN T ( r ,., I Jr. ) , H( r 1\ , J r{, K~ I ,G ( IN, J r, ,KN) ,
5 CHI ( IN, J NJ ,HX ( I;; , .j '.) ,H Y( I~, , .;~;) , MAt< ( I'" IN J , t"! ~H ( I Ii N, J Ii I, ) ,F H( I <I ~~ , J .. N I ,








111 READ 1, U;,LLN
15 1 f O~ ~:A T (HI 5 )








24 READ 2, AI,AH,AV,~P
25 READ 2, EPS,M~XIT,OMEGA,AR8P
26 READ 2, DX,DY,DZ
27 ROD 2,CC
zs READ 2,01
29 READ 2, TAI,T~H,TAV
3~ READ 2, A,8,C
31 RE:AD 2, TO
32 ~EAD 2, EUL,C~,CS
33 READ 2,TAMa,AKT,T~UX,TAUY
3~ READ 2,CONS,AVMX,AVMN




39 q CON TINU!:
40 TE=(TAM9-TREfJ/T~EF
41 CALL !NLET3(I,J,K,:N,JN,KN,U,V,H,G,T)








5 J CAL L CCR It'>T( I ,~, , K lit. , J i, ,1\ ~; , ~ 8 R , U , V , XI r,T , Y I r,T , DZ , ui , ~. AR)
5 1 CAL L P. CI r. TX ( I ,J, K ,.;: h , J N I K" , DX ,c Y , DZ ,h C, l P , EUl ,H I ,
S2 CHAf\,RHITX,HX, XI/'T)
5 3 CAL lq GI t. TY( I ,J ,I'. , I ~. ,J t. , h !, ,DX , 0 Y, [I Z , ;;: r, t. P , EUL , f: I , vt. '" ,
54 CRINTY,HY,YI~TI
55 CAL LOP S XY( I , J , : ;i t J ~~ ,T h; , J ~ ,. : t.o: ~~ , J hi'~ t C1'S)( ! D? SV , P t DX .r Y , H" q }
















































TMAINSTB (Main Program for Far Field)
This program is similar to TMAINST. This program i.s used
to simulate temperatures only for a deep stratified cooliu6
lake. This program uses data element DATAMLS. Element
RTMSB provides with the control statements needed to execute



































































CHI ( I~. , J ~~ I ,HXI Hi , J~, ) ,H YI !,.. , J U , ru R ( I'~, .1" ) , M"H ( 1 .. '4 , J'" r: )
DIH~NSIOh G(INtJN,~~),H(IN,JN,KN)
OIM~NSIOh A3lKNI
DIM ENS 1a r: TC I ~.:, J ;\ ,K NI , TO ( IN •.1 N, KN ) ,R0 n N, J N, ~; N1 , lO D( I I~ , J N, K~ I









































CAL L TE. ~ I 43 1 I , J , K , IN, J r, ,K N , U, v , T , T c , ex, CB , DY ,DZ , W, c T, TAI, TAH, T;.. V,
CB 3 , HI, HX , HY , H to R • AI' T , T f?EF , TAt-' B ,A 3 , C 0 ~;S , AV r-. x , AVMr, 1
CAL LTc:: H[' 28 ( I ,J , 1\ , I f\ , J tl , KN , TOtOx , c Y,0 Z• ,.. A;:: , CB,H I , t: Ki, C" , T" M9 , HX,
CHY , T , T Po:: r , TAV , TAl, T "H , 8 3 , D T , A3 , C0 Ns , A VI~ X • AVM;, )
CALL 0l.DHI,.J,K,I:i,J~,KN,TD,T)
CAL l TSTAA( r , J , K, I~. ,J '. ,K f, , T, MAR )
CONTH.UE














CRO, RREf, TREF )
DO qc I=l,IN
DO 40 J= 1,Jl.J









9.1.16 THAIN6B (Main Program for Far Field)
This program is similar to 1}~IN6. This program prints out
the results for the simulation of velocity and/or temperature
in a deep stratified cooling pond. Element RTM6B provides with





2 OIHENSIO~ utIN,J~,K~),V(IN,.IN,KN),~(IN,JN. N).~H(I~~,J~N,KN),
3 CW Rt I:., .I'~ , I<.I~) , Ii ~H( ! II~. ,.I .. r~ , KN) ,P ( !:.: P, ,.Ill N) ,0 I t" .IN ,K ~ ) ,c:. (I ~; , IN ,K N) ,




a READ 1, LN,LL~
9 1 FORMAT tHI3)








18 READ 2, AI,AH,AV,AP
19 READ 2, EPS,HAXIT,OMEGA,AR6P
2J READ 2, DX,DY,DZ
21 ~EAD 2,CC
22 READ 2,01
23 Rt:A0 2, U I, T AH, 1 AV
24 READ 2, A,a,C
,5 READ 2, TO



























9.2 Subroutines for the Near Field and Far Field
The subroutines for the Near field and Far field are
given in alphabetical order in this section. These subroutines
are called by the main programs. The Fortran symbol explanation




This program adds integral of Coriolis component to
XINT and YINT. XINT and YINT are calculated in the subroutine
INTE. XINT and YINT are integral of x and y components on the























DO 10 J= 1,JN











This program puts current into the model. This program
must be changed depending on the direction and magnitude of
the current.
~his ;~broutine is not used in the sample case, as the






































This program computes horizontal temperature gradients at the vertical walls in





















DIMENSION TCIN,JN,KN ),HI (IN ,JNI,HXtIN,JNJ ,HVUN,JN)
IF rK.EQ.l) GO TO 99
IF (K.EQ.KN) GO TO 101














This subroutine is used for the far field unstratified
cooling reservoir. The subroutine is similar to the subroutine
DENSTY. The only difference being that the matrix ROW (densities







C THE FCLLO~ING F~OC~AM CALCULATES THE DENSITY FIELD FROM
C TilE n:HP:::RATURE FIELD
C.***~****·*$***.·**~**·*********¥**.·~*·**~******·*·*****.*********~
SUtL~ 0 UTI t. ': DEN ST A f1 , J , k , HI , ..hi, r N , J N,K ~;, !loIN , J \0,' N , A ,1:. , C,
CHAK,H~H,
CT,TW,RO,RPEF,TREFJ
DIM:: NSION fi 0 ( ! N, J~; , KN) , T( IN, IN , Kl\ J
DIMENSION TWII~~,JWN,Kh)
DIME~SIO~ HAR(IN,JN),HRH(I~N,Jw~J
DO 1: 1= I,H!
DO i c J= 1,JN
IF (MAid I,J) .E" .8) GO TO 12

































This subroutine is used for the far field stratified cool-
ing lake. The subroutine is similar to DENSTY, the only diff-
erence being that the matrices TI~ (temperatures at the half
grid points) and ROW (densities at the half grid points) are




2 C THE FOLLO;jPJG PRCGRA'I CALCULATES THE DEr~SITY FIELD FROM
3 C THE TSHPERATUr~ FIELD
4 C*~~******.* •• ********¥***.*****.***$***~********.**.****.*.~.¥*****',
5 SUdQCUTI:,[ DU:STb (! ,J,K, I\.l ,J:.I ,H:,JI-.,KN, IwN ,JNN,A ,e ,C,




1:1 00 i o l=l,IN
11 DOle J= 1,J N
12 IF II"Aril r,Jl .EO.C;I GO TO 1:











This program uses the equation of state and computes
density field from the temperature field
Eq of State
P = A + B '~T) + G(T)2
In the program
P = A + B (Tern) + G(TEM)2
Where A,B,G are constants and there values are A = 1029431,
B = -0.00002 and G = -0.0000048
*DOC .DE NSTY
1 c*••••••••*••*•••••••••*.*••**.**.****.*****.*••**••**••**.**••••*•••*•••••••••*
2 C THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM CALCULATES THE DENSITY FIELD FROM








11 bo 10 I=I,IN
12 DO JO ~=I,~N
IJ IF CHARCI,J).EO.OJ 60 TO 12







21 00 20 IW=I,IWN
22 DO 20 JW=l,J~N
2J IF CHRHCIW,~WJ.EQ.OJ GO TO 22











This subroutine computes DIHUUX, DIHUVX. This program
is called in INTE. The results are used in Poisson equation
for pressure.
-- --~.--------



























































IfCMARtI,JJ.£O.CJ GO TO 5C
IF(~ARII,J).EC.l) GO TO 31
IFCHARCI,J).EC.2J 60 TO 32
IFIMA;tI,JJ.EC.3J GO TO 33
IfCMARCI,JJ.EC.4J GO TO 34
IFCHARII,J).EC.5J GO TO 35
IfCHARII,JJ.EC.6) GO TO 36
IFCHAR(I,JJ.EC.7) GO TO 31
IFCHARII,JI.EC.SJ GO TO 38





































































































This program computes DIHUVY. The program is called in
by INTE, a (huv) is computed' for interior, boundary and corner
as





























































IFCHARCI,JJ.EC.CJ GO TO 50
IFtHARCI,JJ.EC.1J GO TO 31
IFCMARCI,JJ.EO.Z) GO TO 32
IFCMA~CI,JJ.EC.~J GO TO ~3
IFCMiRCI,J).EO.4) GO TO 3~
IFCHARCI,J).EO.S) GO TO 35
IFCMARtI,JJ.EO.6) GO TO 36
IFCHARtI,JJ.£O.7J Go To 37
IFtMARtI ,J) .EC. eJ GO TO 38





















































This program computes DIHVVY. This program is called by
INTE. a (hvv) is computed for interior, boundary or corner
as






























































IFCMARCI,JJ.EO.C) GO TO so
IF{MARII,JJ.EO.l) GO TO 31
IFCHAR{I,J).EC.Z) GO TO 32
I r CMAR (! ,J I • EO. :!) GOT0 33
IFCHARCI,J).EC.q) GO TO 34
IFCHARCI,JJ.EO.S) GO TO 3S
IFCHARCI,JJ.EO.6J GO TO 36
IfC~ARCI,JJ.EQ.71 GO TO 37
IfIMARII,JJ.EO.B) Go To 38





















































This subroutine computes DIUX, D2UX, DIUY. This program
is called by INTE. ~~ and ~~ are computed for interior,
































































IFIP1ARCI,.1I.EC.C) GO TO SC
IFI~ARII,JJ.EO.11 GO TO 31
IFIK~~(I,JI.Eo.~J GO TO 32
IfIMARII,JI.EC.3J GO TO 3!
IFIMARII,JJ.EO.4} GO TO 311
IFCMAR(It.1J.EO.~1 GO TO 35
IFIMAR(I,J}.EO.~I GO TO 36
IFIMAR(ItJI.EO.71 GO TO 37
IFIMARII,JI.EC.S) GO TO 38
IF (HARer ,JJ .EO.S) GO TO 39
IFIMARII,JJ.EC.1QIGO TO 40
DIUX=(UII+1'.1tKI-UII-I,.1,K)J/12*OXJ
DIUV=IU(I tJ+lt KI-UCl t.1-lt KJJ/12*DYJ
02lJX=(U( 1+1 ,J tK 1- 2*U II ,.1 ,K J +U ( 1-1 t J ,K J JI I OX * OX)





















01 Uy= CU CI ,,1+ 1 ,K J-U (I ,J -1 ,K ) 1/ C2*0 Y)
OZ UY = IUI I, ..1+ 1,K J - 2* urr ,J ,K I +UI I, ..I -1 ,K I J / COV *DV I




DIUV=C3*UII , J ,K 1+U(I ,J - 2 , KI -4 *UI I , ..I -1 ,K ) J -I C2* OV I






01Uy=IUC I,J+l,K J-Ull ,J-l,K) J/12*OY)
02UX=CUCI+l,.1,KJ-2*UII,J,KJ+uII-1,.1,K)I/CDX*DX)

































DZUV= (U CI, J+ Z ,K J+UtI ,J ,K ) -2 *u ( I ,J +1 ,K) )J COY.OV )
DIUX=(~.U(I+l,J,KJ-3*UCI,J,KJ-UeI+2,J,KJJ/(Z·OXJ
oZUX= CUe 1+2, J ,K J- Z*UCI +1 ,J, KJ+U ( I ,J ,K J JI COX * OX J
GO TO 50
CO~TINUE
DIUX=ru C1+1, J ,K J - un -1 ,J ,K J J / (2* 0X)
DIUy:1UCI,~+1,K)-U(I,J-1,KJ)/(2.0Y)
D2UX=CUCI+l,J,KJ-£*UCI,J,KJ+UCI-1,J,K)/eox*oX)


















This program computes DIVY, D2VY, DIVX AND D2VX. This
program is called by subroutine INTE, Schemes used are






























































IFCHARCI,JJ.EC.C) GO TO SO
IFCHARCI,JJ.EO.lJ GO TO 31
IF U1AJH I , J J • E C• 2 J GOT 0 3 2
IFCMA'RCI,JI.EO.3) GO TO 33
IFCHARCI,JJ.EC.4J GO TO 34
IFcMARCI,JJ.EC.5J GO TO 35
IFIHARCI,JJ.EC.EJ GO TO 36
·IFU1ARCI,JJ.EC.7t GO TO 37
IFcHARCI,JJ.EO.8) GO TO 38
IFCHARCI,JJ.EC.9J GO TO 39
IFCHARlI,JJ.EC.10JGO TO IfC
D1VX=CVCI+l,J,KJ-YCI-l,J,KJJ/C2*OXJ
OlVY=CVC I,J+l,K }-VCI,J-1,KJ II C2*On





D2VX=CYC I+l,.1,K J-Z*VII,.1,KI+YCI-l,.1,K 1)1 CDX*OXJ
DIVY=C3*VCI,J,KJ-Q*VII'.1-1,KJ+VCI,.1-2,K'J/C2*OYJ




OZ VX= CV( 1+1 ,J,K J- 2*V C1 ,.1 ,K I +Vrr -1 ,..1 ,K I J I COX *OX )
DIVV:14*VCI,J+1,K)-3*YCI,.1,K'-y[I,J+Z,K))/C2*OVJ















D1VY = C3* VII ,.1 ,K , -4*V II ,.1-lr K, +VCI , J -2, KJ ) J( 2* OV J
DZYV=CV(I,J,KJ+VC!,J-Z,KJ-Z*VCI,J-l,KJJ/COV*DVJ
01VX=(~*YC1+l,J.K)-3*VII,J,KJ-V(I"2,J,KJI/(2*OX'
02 VX=CVCI .. 2 , ..I ,K ) - 2*V rr + 1 , ..I, K J .. VII, J • K J ) I ( ex • OX J
GO TO 50
CONTINUE
01 VX= [V( 1+1,..1 ,K ) - V[I -1 ,..I ,K } JIe 2* OX J
01 VY= ( VCI, .1.1 , K) - V(J , .1 - 1 ,K J J/ C2*DY)
DZVX=CVC!"1,J,KJ-Z*VCI,J.K)·VCI-1,J.KJJ/COx*OX'



































o 2VY= (V( I, ..1+ 2 , K J +V«I ,4 ,K J-2 *v II , J +1 , KJ J I CDY.OY J
DIVX=C4*VCI+1,J,K)-3*V(I,J,KJ-VCI+z,J,KJJ/C2*OXJ
02 yx= CVC1+Z, J,K J- 2* VCI +1, J, KJ+V(I ,..I ,K J JI (OX. ox J
GO TO 50
CONTINUE







02YV= CVCI, ..1+ 2 ,K , +V1I ,..I ,K J-2 *VCI, ..I +1 ,K J JI (OY *DY J
DIVX=C3*VII,J,K)-Q*VCI-l,4,K)+VII-2,J,KIJ/C2*DX)












This subroutine computes D1UZ, DZUZ, D1VZ, DZVZ, D1A3Z,
DIG~Z. This subroutine is called by INTE. At points on the
























































. IF (K.EQ.1) GO 'TO 61
IF (K.EO.KN) GO TO 62

















C-V n, J,K 42) *W CI ,J ,K"2) J/ C2.0Z J
GO TO 63
CONTINUE
D1UZ=C3.U U,J ,K J _4*U U ,J ,K~l J+U Cl,J ,K-2 J J IC 2. oZJ
DIVZ=C3*VII,J,KJ-If.VCI,J,K-lJ+VCI,J,K-Z)/CZ*OZJ
02UZ=CUrI,J,K-2J 4UrI,J,KJ-2.UlI,J,K-l)J/lOZ*OZJ
02 YZ= rYl 1,.1 ,K -2 J + YtI ,J ,K ) -2 *v CI,J ,K -1 J ) I CoZ* OZ)
01A3Z=C3.A3CKJ-4* A3lK-l)+A3CK-ZJ)/C2*OZJ
01UWZ=C3*UCI,J,KJ*WCI,J,KJ-Q*U(I,J,K-IJ*WCI,.J,K-l)







9.2.13 ERROR: Calculates "HIRT and HARLmV'1I correction term at half
grid points and at the surface. The last term in Poisson's
equation is "HIRT and HARLOW" correction term. This is eval-
uated by a backward difference in time with present time set
equal to zero. This is necessary because Poisson's equation is
usually solved by the iterative technique usually leading to
errors. If they are not corrected, continuity equation will
not be satisfied leading to accumulation or loss of fluid from
the system.
In the program
tJHLDT (IW, JW) = -WH(IW,JW,l)
DT
WH at previous time step is set at zerQ,
WH at present time step is nonzero.
238
~*OOC .ERROR
1 c•••••••••••••••••*•• ~*••••••••••••••*•• *•••••••*••••••••••*••••*••••••••••*••••






8 C UHLOT IS THE TIME DERIVATIVE OF W AT HALF GRID POINTS AT LID
9 00 3100 IW=I,IWN
10 00 3100 JW=I,~W~







9.2.14FORCE:'Ihisprogramcomputes R.H.S. of Poisson's equation at
half grid points.
+ I a (-AYI -Av2 + Cy -YP)
has
- 1: (ahaps + ah
h au au as aps) -~\as at z = 0 •
= I a (XINT) + I a (YINT)
h au h as
1: [ah (DPSX + I v -Bx) + ah (DPSY -L u-By)l
h au RO as Rb J
- WHLDT




at half grid points is average of four surrounding mainand aps
aa
grid points.
a (XINT), a (YINT) at half grid points is average of four
act as







































DI HE NS I 0 ~ XI NTC I N,..IN J , \'I NTC IN ,..IN J ,W~lOT CI WN ,JWN J ,HI n N,IN J, HX lIN ,






.00 90 ..1= 1 ,..IN








If CMRHCIW,JWI.EQ.OJ 60 TO 9
OPSXH=CDPSXfI,JJ+DPSXCI 41,JJ+OPSXfI,J41)+OPSXCI+I,J+IJ1/4.0
OPSYH=COPSYC1,JJ+OPSYfI+l,JJ+OPSYCI,J+IJ+OPSYCI+1,J+IJ1/4.0













This program compute slopes of the bottom using non-


























































S UE ~ 0 UTI NE Gina S II N ,.IN, KN , I \\/.,: ,J WN ,H I ,HX ,H 1 ,MAR ,M RH ,OX,:J Y}
DIMEI,SIOI-, M4RII!';,J~} ,HI (IN,JNI ,HX (IN,JNI ,HY(IN,JNI
DIME~SIO~ MRHIIW~,J~NI
TO CALCUL~TE HXA~D HY
DO 5,) !::l,IN
DO 5.1 .1:: 1,JN
IFIMAR(I,.H.c.C.CI GO TO 5C
IF(MAF\tI,JJ.EC.IJ GO TO 31
IFtMARII,.H.EO.21 GO TO 32
If(MAriII,JJ.EC.3J GO Tv 33
IFl"'!ARII,JJ.Cc.4J GO TO 34
IFI~lARII ,.II .EC.SJ GO TO 35
IFtMp,~(I,J.J.[O.6J GO TO 36
IfIMAR(I,JJ.EO.71 GO TO 37
IfIMA~(I,JJ.LC.3J GO TO 38











HYI I , J J =l 4 'it HI l I , J 4 : I - 3 ~,II! l I , J I - HI I I , .142 J J I C'~ 0 Y )
GO TO :,']
CONTINUE
















HXI I , .1 ) =I ~ *H I n 4 1 t J I -3 "H 1 I r , J J - HI CI ~ 2 ,J J I I c~" DX J







HxI ! , J J=l 3 *H! I I ,J I .. H! I I - 2 , J J - 4" Hr ( I -1 ,J J ) I I;: * 0 x I





























HXI 1 ,J ) t: I 3¥H 1 11 ,J 1+ H1 I 1-:: , J 1-11'1' Hr I 1-1 ,J ) I 1 (;~ ~ DX J
HY1I , J )=I 3... 11 1 II , J ) + HI I 1 , .1 -.: J-4 *HI I I , .1-1 J ) / (2 ~ DY )
covr n.us
~RITE (9) IIHtRII,.1J,I=l,1NI,J=l,JNJ,
(I (lPHI III ,J>ll, 1:..=l ,Hlf;) ,.1 .. =1 ,.1Ioit-,J,




















This program inputs depth of the basin into the model.
This subroutine is for constant depth model.
HI (I.J) = CC = A constant and non-dimensionalized aepth =1.0
HX (I.J) = 0.0 x derivative
.: ~u




























This subroutine reads the depths for the near field model





















THIS PROGRAM READS DEPTHS FROM THE DATA
SUBROUTI~E HEIGHICI,J,K,IN,JN,KN,HI,HX,HY,CC,JX)


















This subroutine is used by the far field stratified and
unstratified models. The subroutine sets the depth everywhere
equal to 1 if cc is nonzero, otherwise the depth matrix HI
is read in from the data element DATAML when the main program








IFCCC.LT.C.JJnl) GO TO 150
DO lCJ I=~,IN









































This procedure is used for initializing the temperature
field for a far field stratified model. The subroutine sets
the temperature everywhere equal to the ambient temperature
profile defined by the matrix AMINT (NTL, NTLV). The first




















DO 10 J= l,JN






















































This program initializes the values of u,V, w. WE, D, E
and PINTH. This program sets u , v, w, DJ E. andwH equal to
zero. PINTH is set equal to ARBP.
255
DOC .IN I TI A
1 C***.***.**••••*****•••*••*•••••*~.**.***•••**.******••***.*•••***•••*.*•••***.*




6 OIHENSION UCIN,JN,KNJ,VnN,JN,KNJ,W CIN,JN,KNJ,WHCIWN,JWN,KNJ,
7 COCIN,JN,KNJ,ECIN,JN,KNJ,
8 CPINTHCIWh,JWNJ
9 C IhlTIAL CONDITIONS ON U ANC V
10 10 00 100 I=l,IN
11 11 DO leo J=l,JN







19 C INITIAL CONDITIONS ON WH AND PH
20 DO 200 IW=l,lWN
21 00 200 JW:l,JWN
22 PINTHCrw,JWJ:ARBp







This program sets initial temperature field.







2 C THIS PROGRAM I~ITIAlIZES TEMP ANO tENSITY
3 C••*••••*••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••









13 DO 10 I=I,IN
14 00 10 J=I,JN
15 IF UIARCl,J).EQ.OJ GO TO 12






22 DO 20 IW=1,IWN
23 DO 20 JW=I,JW N
24 If (HR~(IW,JWJ.EQ.OJ 60 TO 22










This subroutine is used by the far field unstratified
model. This subroutine is used by the main program TI1AIN4T
which sets up the temperature field equal to a measured initial
value. 1his subroutine reads in the surface temperature matrix
stored as data element ITPKI. Temperature below the surface
o'are computed by assuming a temperature drop of 1 C over the
reference depth, a condition which may be changed if
desired by making changes in line #21 of this subroutine.
259
*OULLCll.INIHl
1 C*.*.***~****~***q*6~**~.*.~ ••• *~***.*********.*************.*********.*.*~
2 C THIS PROGRAM I~lTI~LIZCS TEMP AND DEN~ITY FOR MORNING
3 C*.*******¥**~* •••*~O*~*****~******.*••**********~¥*******.*********.***~*.









13 00 9CO II=l,IN
111 READ 2,l,ITII,J,ll,J=1,JNI
15 9('0 c or- TH;U::
H .2 FORMAT (I
17 DO 1:;01 K=2,KN
rs DO ICDl J=l,JN
19 DO 1COl I=1,Ih
2J DP=H!(I,JI*FLOATIK-11/FLOAT(KN-11
2 1 T ( 1 , J , 10 =r r r , J, 1 I -D P*1 • J
22 1;:;01 COIHINU::
23 DO 1CQ2 K=l,K N
2Q DO 1002 J=1,JN
2S DO 1002 I=l,IN
26 RO(I,J;Kl=A+B*TCI,J,Kl+C*TC!,-',K)**2
27 T(I,-',KI=(TtI,J,KI-TPEFI/TREF





33 n0 2 G I h =1, I W~;
3_ DO 20 JW=l,JWN
3S IF (HKHC!~,J~I.r.C.CI GO TO 22










9. 2. 23 INlnffi
This subroutine updates the temperature field for a far
field stratified model from the ambient field to the measured
temperature field including the thermal plume. The subroutine
reads in TSMN (the minimum surface temperature), DPMX (maximum
depth to which the effect of thermal plume is extended) and
the surface temperature matrix. Temperatures below the sur-
face are computed by assuming a linear accumulation of plume
heat from a maximum value at the surface to a zero at DP~~,
Thus:
Temperature at depth d «DPMX) = Surface Temperature
Temp ~ d (Surface temperature - TS~rn)
DPMX
Temperature at depth d (>DPl1X) = Ambient temperature
261
*DULLCll.HaTMB
1 C*.*********•• **~*****¥.*~*.¥*.***********q*.***.******6*.*******•• ***.****~












l~ DO %0 II=l,IN
1S READ 2,I,lTlI,J,1l,J=1,Jr.1
16 9(0 CONTINUE
17 2 FORHAT ()
1BOO 100 1 K=2 , KN
19 DO leOl J=l,JN
20 DO loal I=l,IN
21 T(I,J,nl=(l.O~TCl,J,KI)*TREF
22 DP=HIlI,Jl*FLOAT(K-lI/FlO!T(KH-ll
Z3· I FlO P • LT. 0 PMX I T l I , J ,K ) :: T l I ,J ,K I + ( (0 P MX- DP ) / 0 PM X I * l T ( I, J , 1 I - TS MN )
211 :'001 CONTHlUE
25 DO lC02 K=l ,K N
26 ~010U2 J=l,JN












This program inputs the velocities u and v at plume
discharge into the model. It defines the inlet v-velocity by
two constants AA and BB.
AA and BB are non-dimensionalized numbers. Non dimensionalized
with respect to discharge velocity.
































This subroutine reads in the number of inlet and outlet
points, u, v and 'T at inlet points and u and v at outlet
points for the far field unstratified model. This subroutine
is called in by the main programs TI·1AINs, TMAINsT and T~~INsV.
The sUbro~tine reads in data from element INDATAs, the lines




















DIMEh SIC N H( I ~:, J t\ ,K ~! I ,G I I I< ,IN ,K fJ I , UII r., J~, , K') )

















This subroutine is used for reading in the information
at open boundaries for the far field stratified model. The
subroutine is the same as INLETA. The subroutine reads ir. the
data from element DATA}~5, the lines following the first 13
~ :::r
lines. The subroutine is called in by the main program ~~IN5B,
TMAIN5TB and TMAIN5VB.




















SUB R0 UT! I.E IN L:: T6 II ,J, K,Hi, IN ,K N,U ,V, H, G • T )
OINEhSrOh H(iN,JN,KN),G(I~,Jh,KN),UIIN,JN,KN)
o I Ii ENS i o r, V( ::: t: , J t. ,KN) • TC:::~; • Jj~ • Jo. N)
REt.D 2t~H~"NOUT
FOf\t~AT()














This subroutine computes XINT, YINT, DPSX and DPSY.

































































SUBROUl I fiE IN TE II ,..I ,I< ,IN ,..IN ,KN ,U, V, iii ,HI, HX, HY ,M AR ,X INT, YINT, A3
C,AI,AH,AV,TAUX,T~UY
C,DX,DY,DZ,D,E,Ol,OpsX,DPsY,APJ
















CAL l DVI SVII , J , I<, IN,J N ,KN ,U , V,HI ,0X,0Y,D 1 VX,G 2VX,0 1VY ,0 2 VY, HAR )
CAL l 012 Z(I , .I , K,I N , J N, II.N , u, V, W, HI, H X, HY, OX, 0 Y,0Z , °1 UW Z, A3 ,
CTAUX,TAUY,OlVWZ,DIUZ,CZUZ,OIVZ,02VZ,DIA3Z)
If tK.EQ.IJ GO TO 1000


















C-A V* C1. a IHI CI ,.1 J J* (A3 CK ) *OZ VZ.O1 A3Z*01 VZ ) J* OZ 12.0
OlUr=CuCI,J,KJ-CtI,J,K))/DT


































This subroutine is used by the far field stratified model.
Lhis subroutine is similar to the subroutine INTE with the diff-
erence that it calls the subroutine VERTDF which computes the






























































DIt~ ENS ror. U ( I I" J N , K~: ) , v( It, , ..IN, K t.; I , ~ fI N I J~J ,KN I , MAi\ ( IN, IN J , HI (1 r~, J N )




oI t~E to. S ION 0 CI ~j, ..IN ,K ~, I , ... ( IN, IN ,K II:)
DO 2C'J l=l,IN
00 2~: J= l,JN
IF(~AR(I,JJ.EO.C) GO TO 2CC













IF (K.C:Cl.lJ GO TO i ccc



















DlUT=(U( I"I.K 1-[1(I,J,K I I/OT
OIVT=(I/f I,J,K J-E:(I,J,K II/OT
O=2.:J/DZ
OPSX( I,J )=(:: ./AP) *C 1.1 HI (I ,JI 1* (-X SUM*C -HI n ,..II *0 lUT)
OPSY(I,JJ=(1./Ar}*(1./~I(I,J)I¥(-YSUM*Q-HI(I,J)*DIVT)
GO TO 1.1Cr
C O~. T1 twe






























This program inputs discharge temperature into the model
at plume discharge.
TLL and TMM are non-dimensionalized temperatures. Non dimen-
sionalized with respect to reference temperature as shown below
































This program sets the values of temperature field at
time step n equal to the temperature field at(n + ~ after all













sUBPOUTI t;E OLOT n,oJ,K ,IN ,IN ,KN, T, TP J
DIHENSIO~ TCIN,JN,KNJ,TpCIN,JN,KNJ
DO rc I:l,IN








This program sets the values of D and E equal to U and V





2 C THIS PROGRAM SETS THE VALUES OF 0 AND E EQUAL TO U AND V RESPECTIVELY
3 C IN ORDER TO RETAIN VALUES OF U _NO V AT ONE TIME STEp LAG
q C*•••*~•••*•••••••• *.*•••*••**••*.*.*••*.* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••
5 SUBROUTI~E OLrUVCI,J,K,IN,JN,KN,U,V.O,EJ
6 DIMENSIO~ UCIN,JN,KNJ.VCIN,JN,KNJ,OCIN,JN,KN),EIIN,JN,KN)
7 DO 8~J K=1,KN
8 DO 8~1 I=l,IN








This subroutine sets the boundary conditions for temperature
at the outlets. It sets near field outlet temperatures equal
to t~ose at the adjacent grid.













































This program sets the boundary conditions at the outlets
for velocity. In other words, it sets near field outlet
velocities equal to those at the adjacent grid for U and V
at the boundaries where there is no current. This implies































































SUBROUTINE PDPSXY rr ,J ,IN ,IN ,DPSX ,OPSY)
DIMENSION OPSX(1N,JNJ,OPSYlIN,JN)
DO 10 1= l,IN
PRINT 1, I, COPSX (I ,J J ,J=l ,IN J



































































PLOTS U AND V ON CONSTANT DEPTH SECTIONS
PARAMETER IN=le,~N=Zl,IWN:17,~WN=2C,K~=5,KNMl:4










IF(IRUN. EO.O) GO TO If
IFCIRUN. EU.l) GO TO 5













DO 10 K= l,KN
IFIK.GT.IJ GO TO 20
DO 30 I=I,IN
DO 30 .1= I,JN
IF IHARCI,.1J.EQ.O) GO TO 35
AI=II-1)U.C
AJ= I .1-1) *1. C
AAI=AI.UrI,J,KJ*USCAlE
AAJ=AJ.VCI,J,K)*VSCAlE










IFCHICI,.1J.GT.DEPTHJ GO TO !IS
GO TO 50
CONTINUE
OOZ=HHI ,,J) IK "H1
LOl=COEPTH/HlrI,.1)I*KNHI


























































This program plots the vertical section velocities per-



































































IFIIRUN.EQ.OJ GO TO ..

































IF IMARfI,.JJ.EQ.O) GO TO 32
NN=NN·l




















































This program plots the vertical section velocities along































































o IHENSION HX (IN ,IN) ,HY UN ,IN ) ,HI (IN ,..IN) ,1'1 AR (l N,J N) , MR He Hi N, JW N),
CWCIN,JN,KN),WReIN,JN,KN),WRH(IN,JN,KN)




"IF(IRUN.EO.O) GO TO II






CI WN, JWN,0 ,E ,H x, HY,HI ,M AR ,t'R H, AI, AH, AV , AP , OX ,
c OV ,0 z ,n T, TA UX,TI. UY, W, WR, WRH , TAI , TAH ITAV ,AKT , CB ,C W,
CA,B,C,EUL,T,TW,PO,ROW,TE,RREF,TREF,TO,








00 10 ..1=1, J N
'00 ZO I=I,IN















IF(HAR(I~~).EQ.C) GO TO ~o
NN=p.m+l























































This subroutine prints values computed after one t.Lr.e
step. Quantities printed are AI, AH, AV, AP, DX, DY, DZ,
































FORMAL II' Al=·,£15.7,1· AH=',ElS.7,I' AV=',ElS.7,I' AP=',ElS.7,
CI' OX=',EI5.7,I' DV=',E15.7,I' OZ=',£15.7,I' OT=',E15.7,I' OLZ=',
CE15.7,I' HAXIT:',IS,I, EPS=',EI5.7,I' 0I1E6A=',EI5.7,I' ARBP='.,















This program computes pressure for far field from Poisson
equation. An iterative scheme is employed. Values are computed
at half grid points.
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S Ui.l ~OU II N( PRE 1 l E P S ."" A X! T ,1", IN ,P ,I TN .0 P ~ X ,0 P S '( ,f H ,Dl 2,0 H EG A,
CHRH,I,J,K,rw,J~,DX,Oy,~X,I~~,J~N,~R9Pf




1 TN=1 TN+ 1
DO 10 IWO=l, HlN
DO 18 Jl~=l,JWN
HI= l HI N+ 11 -1 I: 0
1=1\,1
J=,JW
I F CMRHl l-W, J \oj ) • E o•c J GOT 0 51
IF lMRHCIW,J~).EQ.ll GO TO 11
IF CI1RHCIW,J .. I.[t;.21 GO TC 12
IF CMRHCIw,JWI.fl..31 GO TO 13
IF OH'HCIW,JWI.EC.4) GO TO 14
IF lHRHCIW,JIJJ.:l.i.S) GO TO 18
IF CMRHCIW,JWJ.EQ.61 GO TO 16
IF lr.RHll~,JWI.[~.71 GC TO 11
IF (l1RHlll-i,JIII.EC;.3) GO TO 18
IF lMRHCI~,JWI.CC.lC) GO TO 19




C+ OP SYCrof 1, J+ 1 J f * UY/ ;:. - Dl £. *F Hl I Ii, JIi J 1
GO TO 5;]
CONTiNUE ..




P 14=.25 * l P 1I II+ 1 ,J;.; I" P (Hi, J W-1 J .. p ( :i: W,JIoi , - (0 P SX I I ,.1 I +C P S X( I, J" ~ 1 1
c* DX/ 2 +P l I\;, J \oJ ) + l L PS Yl I ,J + 1 1 of 0 PS YCI +1 , .1 + I J ) *0 Y/ 2 - oL:2 *F HCI ioO , .I \.; 1 l
GO TO SO
CONTINU~
PN=. 25 *(P CI W+ 1, J ~J ) +P CI h ,.1 W+ 1) +P t r W ,JI. l- CDP SX t r , J ) +0PS Xl I, .1+ 11 l*














P N=•z5 'l' Cr Cr ~ ,J~H 1 '" P 1I :. -1 , J",oI) +P (HI r.JiI -r i .. P (! lot , J \I 1 • I OPS X( 1 + 1 • J )






































C O~; TI NUE
PN[W=OMEGA*?N.(l-OMECA)*P'I~,JWJ
rrt~l.JS(p~'[''').LT.clO.**-16.n GO TO 51
DIFF=A6S«(PNEW-P(I~.JW»/P~E~)












IF(EX.LT.EPSl GO TO 2a






This program computes surface pressure for near field from
Poisson equation. An iterative scheme is employed. Values









































































IF (HQH(1W,JW).E(l.l1) GO TO Z
IF CHRHCIW,JWJ.EQ.IJ GO TO 11
IF CHRHCI~,JW).EC.Z) GO TO 12
IF .K~HCIW,JWJ.EQ.3J GO TO 13
IF CHRHCIW,JWJ.EC.4J GO TO 14
IF CHRHfIW,JwJ.EO.SJ GO TO 18
IF (HRHCIW,JWI.EQ.6) GO TO 16
IF (HRHCIW,JWI.EQ.1J GO TO 17
IF CHRHCIW,JwJ.EO.81 GO TO 18
IF (HRHCIW,JW).EQ.9) GO TO 19


















































IF(ABS(P~EWJ.LT.C10••*-16.J) GO TO 51
DIFF=ABSCIPNEW-PCIW,JW))JPNEW)
IF (OIFF.LT.EU 60 TO Sl
EX=O IFF
P lIW, JW) :PNEW
CONTINUE
IF(EX~~T.EPS) 6C TO 32











1 C••••••••*••• *••• ** •••••*••••*••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••




6 00 7s~a IW=l,IWN
7 7500 PRINT~7510,IW,(WHLOT(IW,J.),JW=1,JWN)










2 C THIS PROGRAM PRINTS THE INTEGRATED VALUES OF COMBINED INERTIA AND




7 00 80'00 I=l,IN
8 PRINT 8l00,I,fXINTfI,JJ,J=l,JNJ
9 8COO PRINT 82CO,fYINTfI,JJ,J=1,JN)
10 8100 FORMATU' I=',I!,I' XINT'/f!:X,8E15.7JJ















6 52CC DO 5300 IW=l,IWN
7 PRI~r 5qOC,IW~CPINTHCIW,JWJ,JW=1,JWNJ






This subroutine prints the number of iterations and final





2 C THIS P~OGRAH PRINTS OUT THE: VALUES OF NUMBER or ITERATIONS ANOFINAL









This subroutine prints source term (Right hand side)




2 C THIS PROGRAM PRINTS THE VALUE OF THE SOURCE TERM IN POISSON EQUATION
3 C*•••••••••••••••*••••••••••*•••••*••••••••••*•••***••*.**•••**.***••• **•••• ***.
4 SUBROUTINE PRSOr:CCIw,J~,IwN,JWN,FJ
5 DIMENSION FUWN,JIIN)
6 DO 6000 IW=l,IWN
7 6000 PRIN~,61CC,Iw,CFIIW,JW),JW=1,JWNJ















6 DO 9100 K:l,KN
7 DO'",'l:l0 I=l,I~
8 P RIN T 90 CC, K, I, (U n ,J,K) ,J= 1 ,IN J
9 9100 PRINT 9zCC,eVCI,J,KJ,J=I,JNJ
13 9CO~ fORMAH/' K=·.I3,3X.·I=',13/· U-VElCCITY·/CSX,SEls'.7J)





This subroutine prints the values of the vertical vel-
ocities (WH) at all half grid points.
323
·OOC.pRWH
1 C••••••••*•••••••••••••*••••••••••••••*••••••••••*•••• *.* •••••••*•••*•••••••••••
2 C THIS PROGRAM PRINTS THE VAlUS OF WH IN THE DOMAIN
3 C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*** •• *• ••••• •••• ••••••• •••••• ••••
~ SUBROUTI~E PRWHCIW,JW,K,IWN,JWN,KN,WHJ
5 DIMENSION wHeIwN,JWN,KN)
6 00 leao K=l,KN
7 00 l~OO IW=l,IWN
8 7DCO PRINT 71CC'K'IW,IWHfIW,J~,K),JW=1,JWNJ





This subroutine reads in input papameters and physical
quantities stored on file designated by Unit 7. Store 2 and
















111 READ (7) lHUlI,J,K),K=I,KNJ,J=l,JIiJ,I=l,INJ,
15 C«((V(I,J,KJ,K=1,KNJ,J=1,JNJ,I=1,IN),
16 C(((D(I,J,KJ,K=1,KNJ,J=1,JN),I=1,INJ,
1 7 C ( ( l E ( I, J, KJ , K=1 , KN) ,J= 1, IN J , 1=1 , INJ ,
18 CC( (W HlIW ,JW, K), K=1,KNJ ,J W=1, J 1m) , IW =1,1101 N) ,
19 C«{W(I,J,K),K=l,KN),~=l,JN),I=l,INJ,
20 C((WR(I,J,KJ,K=l,KNJ,J=l,JN),I=l,INJ,
21 C ( ( CWRH1I W,J 101 , K ) , K =1 ,KN J ,J W=1 , JW N J , nl=1 , IW N) ,
22 C«(PINTH(IW,JWJ,~W=I,JWNJ,I.=l,IWN)




Z7 C ( ( IT W1IW,J It ,K J, K=1 ,K N ) , J W=1 , J IHJ ) , I W=1 , IW N J ,
28 C«((ROWCIW,JW,KJ,K=l,KNJ,JW=l,JWN),IW=l,IWNJ,







This is a subroutine used to read information stored by
the subroutine STOR2A, for a far field unstratified model.
It differs primarily from READ2 in that it does not include











































C*******~*****************.********************.******* * ~ * . * * * * * * v *•• *~
C THIS PROGKAH ~EACS TAPE FOq DATA I FOR THE VA~1£SlE DENSITY CASE
C~******~*~~*********~*~********.***.*************¥*******n************~~
SUi) kOU TI I,e "E t J;' A (U , IJ , ~. H, r H:T H, I , J, K, 1lII , JIJ , I r, , J ~~ ,10"; I III N , J\.JN, 0, E,
CHX , HY , H! , ~. ;.. :: , ,. i< I ~ , ;. I , AH , ..... IJ , AP ,OX , D Y , Q£ , [j T, TAU X , Tt; L Y, >: , WK , .. RH ,
CTAI,TAH,TAV,AKT,C~,CW,A,3 ,C,EUl,T,TW,RO,TE,RREF,TPEF,TO,TAHB,
CTTOT,ITN,:Xl
DIM E: NS 10 ti U( ;. t;, J N, K~. ) I V( IN, .IN ,K NJ ,0 ( I iii, J N I KN ) , E ( IN, .IN , KNJ ,
cvH ( H!fi, .I \.iN, K t-. I , r I I.T H 1I ~I·J , .I ;,;" ) I
U Ir1:: ti S 101. H X ( I N I J r, I , H Y ( ! hi , .IN ) , HI ( Hi , .I NJ , "! A R ( PI , .I N I , ,..r. H ( I IJN , J WN ) ,
CW(IN,.1N,KN),wR(Ih,JN,KN),W~H(1IJN,J~~,KN)




READ (7) (( (U(I,.I,K),K=l,K~;),J=l,.1N),I=l,IN),
C( ( ( V( I, .1 , K) • K=1, KU , .1= 1 , .1~:l ,1 = 1 , IN) ,
CC ( ( f) ( I , .1 , K) , K=1 , l(N) , ..I =: .. , ..I', ) , I =1 , I r, ),
c( ( (r:: ( I, J , KI , K =1 , K f, ) , .1=1 , .1N J , I =.t , I ~ ) ,
C( ( ( ;.: H ( I Wt .11\ , K ) , K =:1, Kr: J , J .. =1 r J h'i.. ) , 1 L;=1 , I IJN J ,
C( (( w( I ,J,K) ,K=1,K"- ) ,.1=1 ,Jr;) ,1=1 ,PJJ,
C( ( ( '.-I t\ ( 1 , J t K) , I' =: 1 , K~; ) ,..I =1 t J tI ) , I=: 1 , I t, ) ,
c( ( ( 'J RH I I h t .1lti , K) , K= 1 ,K N J , J W= 1 , ..110 N) , I \oj= 1 , I WN ) ,
c ( (P H; TJl( I \I , .1WJ , J L, =1 ,.I Wr. ) , I :.i=1 , HI N)
c, ( (H:: ( I, ..I J , .1= I, .I t. I , I = 1 , IN) , ( (,HX( I , J ) , ..1= 1 , ..I NI , 1=1 , IN J t ( ( HY( I , ..I I , J =
C1 , J N) , I =1 , IN) , ( (H Art ( I , .1 I t J =1 , .IN ) , 1=1 , It~ ) , ( (1'1 r< H ( r .., J Ii) , .1~=1, J .. N J ,
CHi=1, I I.' N) , ( ( ( T( I , .I , K ) , K=: 1 , Kh ) I J =1 , ..I"J) , 1= 1 , IN J ,
C«((ROII,.I,K),K 71,KNJ,J=1,.1N),I=1,IN),
C«(TjJ(IW,JII,K I,K=1,K/I;) ,.1il=l,.IIH",Iw=l,II.'NJ,
C( ( ( TIi ( I W, .1\.i , K ) , K=1 , K~ ) , .1 ,I = 1 ,.1 'rJ N) , I II =1 , I i.'N I ,
CTAI,TAH,TAV,~KT,CB,CW,ArE,C,EUL,T,TW,RO,TW,TE,RREF,T~EF,TO,TAMB,
CAI,AH,AV,AP,OX,CY,DZ,DT,TAUX,TAUY,TTOT,ITN,:X







This subroutine reads information stored by the subroutine
STOR2B for a far field stratified model. It differs from
READ2 in the fact that the matrices TW (temperatures at the





2 C THIS PROGRAM ~~ADS TAPE fOP DATA I fOR THE VARIABLE D~~SITY CASE
3 C****.****••• ~*.***•• *.*.*~*••• ***.***.**.* •• *.*******.*******.***.** ••• ~
~ SUB~OUTI~E RE&D:B(U,V,~H,PI~TH,I,J,K,I~,JW,IN,J~,KN,IWN,JWN,D,E,
5 CHX , HY , HI , fl:A R I !'t, H , H , AH , AV, AP ,OX, lJ Y ,DZ ,0 T , T AU X , T t: u y , ... , IIR , "R H ,
5 CTAI,TAH,TlV,AKT,CE,CW,A,B,C,EUL,T,RO,TE,RR£f,TREF,TO,T~~3,
7 ' :I' CTTOT , I TN, EX)
8 0 H: D. Sro« U I IN, J I. ,K N ) , V ( IN,.IN ,K N ) ,0 (I N, IN , KN ) ,E I I Ii, IN, K N) ,
'1 CwIH I I.';~ ,J :0Il:, KII ) , r ; r, TH CI i.~; ,J .. t--i )
l:l DHl :: t\ 5 10 I. h X I IN, J td , HY I Hj , J~: ) ,H r ( IN, J N1 ,t'1A IH Hi I J,., I , MRH I I WN, J 1\N ) ,
11 CWI::: •j , J /'i , K N) , IV P ( r I. ,J N , .( r-; ) , :.; R H I I [,JN , J~: ~I , KN )
12 DIMENSION TIIN,JN,KN),ROIIN,JN,KN)
13 GO TO lDC
14 REw IND 7
15 100 CONTINUE
10 READ (7) ((IUII,.J,IoCI,K=l,KU,J=l,JN),I=l,Irn,
1 7 CI ( ( V( I , J , J< ) , K =-: , Kt;) , J = 1 , J N J , 1=1 , IN) ,
18 C( I (0 ( I ,J, J< I , K=1, Kt;J ,J= 1 , JtO ,I =1 , ItO ,
19 C( ( ( E: ( I, J , K) , K = 1 , KN) , J = 1, IN ) , 1=1 , IN) ,
20 C(I(t.iH(lii,J\o;,KI,K=l,l<t~),Jw:::l,Ji.N),Iioi:::l,Ir:N),
21 C(II~j(r,J,K),K:::l,hU,J:::l,J~I),I=l,ll~),
Z2 C( I ( OJ R( I, .J • K) , K::: 1 , 1'.:, I , J ::: 1 , J I. ) , I =1 , H. ) ,
23 C( I I I<RH ( I\,;, J" , K ) , K ::: 1 , K~: ) , ..IW=1 , J wN I , l';.i=1 , I WN ) ,
24 CI IPIf\:TH( IIJ,JW J ,JI<:=l ,JOIN), Ii>=l ,lWN)
25 C , ( ( HI ( I , J) , J ::: I, J I. ) , I = 1 , IN) , ( ( HX ( I , J I , J= 1 , J ~) , I::: 1 , I r,I , ( ( HY( I ,J I , J =
2& C1 ,J N) , I::: 1 , I ~ J , ( (H /.fl. ( I ,.; ) , J =1 , IN ) , I =t , IN ) , ( (H RH I I \oJ ,JW ) , J W::: 1 , ..If, N ) ,
27 Cl\oi:::l;IWN),((IT(I,J,K),K=1,Kt..J,J=1,JNJ,I=1,IN1,
2 8 C( ( I ::; 0 I I, ..I, K I , K:::; , Kil ) , ..I=1 , ..I:, I , :r =1 , I " I ,
29 CTAl,TAHiTAV,AKT,ca,cw,A,8,C,EUL,T~,~REF,TREF,TO,TA~E,
3J CAI,AH,AV,AP,uX,DY,DZ,DT,TAUX,TAUY,TTOT,ITtl,f.:X








This program classifies into interior, corner or boundary
point~ as shown in Figs. (9.5 and 9.6).
Matrix MAR classifies points on the main grid.
MAR = Or' Point outside the region of interest.
MAR = 1, Point on the far y-boundary.
MAR = 2, Point on the near y-boundary.
MAR = 3, Point on the near x-boundary
MAR = 4, Point on the far x-boundary.
MAR = 5, Far corner on y-axis
MAR = 7, Corner at Origin
MAR = 9, Far corner on x-axis
MAR = 10, Corner at the far x-boundary and far y-boundary
Matrix MP~ classifies point on the half grid.
MRH = 1, Corner at the far x-boundary and far y-boundary.
MRH = 2, Points on near y-boundary.
MRH = 3, Points on near x-boundary
~lllli = 4, Corner at the near x and y boundaries
MRH = 6, Far corner on x-axis




































Fig: 9.5 Representation of Identifying numbers in the main grid






















































Fig:9.6 Representation of Identifying numbers in the half





















































































This subroutine computes x in the Poisson's equationp .



































































If'f:HARI 1,..1) .EO.O) GO TO 101
RINTXU,J,lJ=C.O
DO 110 K=2,KN
IF fM4RII,JI.EO.1J GO TO 11
IF fMARfI,JJ.EO.2J GO TO 12
IF CHARII,JI.EO.3J GO TO 13
IF CMARCI,JJ.EO.4J GO TO 14
IF CHARII,JJ.EO.5) GO TO 15
IF CHARCI,JJ.EQ.6J GO TO 16
If IHARII,JI.Eg.7) GO TO 17
IF CHARCI,JI.EQ.8) GO TO 18
IF CHARCl,JJ.EO.9J GO TO 19















































63 DO 2eo I:l,IN
64 DO"t'OC ~=l,JN
6S IF lHARlI,J).EQ.OJ GO TO 201






72 DO 30e I:l,IN
73 00 300 J=1,JN
74 I F UtA R( I, J J • EQ .0 J GOT0 30 1










This subroutine computes Yp in the Poisson's equation.
































































DO 1 CO J=l,JN
IF ~~~RCI,JJ.Ea.OJ GO TO 101
RINTYU,J,U=O.C
00 lie K=Z,KN
IF CHARC 11.1) .EO.l J GO TO 11
-IF UUR C1,.1) .EO.Z) GO 10 12
IF fHARCI,JJ.EC.3) GO TO 13
IF OIARCI,J).EQ.4J GO TO 14
IF fHARCI,JJ.rQ.5J Go TO 15
IF fHARCI,J).EC.6J GO 10 16
IF (f1ARCI,JJ.EQ.7J GO TO 17
IF CMARC I,JJ .Ea.8 J GO TO 18
IF CHARCI,J).rQ.9J Go TO 19






















































































IF fHAR(I,JI.EQ.OI GO TO 201
DO 210 K=2,KN


















This subroutine uses continuity equation to compute


































DO 10· J" =1 ,JW N





oIHUX= I H11141 ,J 411* (U n 41 ,J"1 ,K ) +U r 1"1, J"I, K-1) ) "H I U 4 1, J) *
CIUII41,J,KI4UII41,J,K_l»-HIII,J41J.(UII,J41,Kl"UII,J"1,K-1))
C-Hl(I,JJ·rUrI,J,KJ"UII,J,K-lJ))Jr~·OX)












Computes real vertical velocities from modified vertical






























































SUB ROUT I NE RW RH II ,..1,K , HI t ..Iii , IN '.1N , KN, III N, J'ol N,U, V, II H,HI, HX, Hy,
COX,Dy,DZ,MRH,WRH)
DIMENSIO~ UCIN,JN,KNJ'VCIN,JN,KNJ,WHCIIIN,JWN,KNJ,HIcIN, ... NJ,
C HXCIt_ ,JN J ,H Y( IN. J NJ ,M RH (1 WN ,JWN J
DIMENSION WRHCIWN,..IWN,KNJ
KN/11=KN-l
D0 10=" I II =1, 1 W,~
00 10 .1W=l,.1WN







VA V= CU C1.1,.1,K ) .U U. 1t.1. I,K J.U CI ,.1. K).U CI ,.1. I,K} J /4 •









This subroutine stores values of input parameters and
physical quantities on a file designated as Unit 8.
349
~OC .S TORE: Z .
1 C•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••


































This program makes computations for temperatures at the
boundary points in the domain of interest. Centraldifferencc
schemes are used for computating derivative of temperatur~
with respect to a and S' Heat flux specified at the vertical
walls is used to compute the derivatives normal to the vertic21
walls.
,







































































IF CHA"CI,Jl.EO.Ql GO TO 300
IF CHARll,JJ.EQ.l1) GO TO 300
IF IHAiHI,JJ.EO.lJ GO TO 11
IF CHARII,J).EQ.Z) GO TO 1Z
If CHARCI,JJ.EQ.3) GO TO 13
IF CHARII,J).EQ.II) GO TO III
IF CHARCI,JJ.EO.5J GO TO 15
IF CHARCI,J).EQ.6J GO TO 16
IF (HARCI,.JJ.EQ.7I GO 10 17
IF CHARII,JJ.EQ.8J GO TO 18
IF IHARII,JJ.EQ.9) GO TO 19







IF CK.EO.l) GO TO 110








IF (K.(O.I) GO TO 110







oZTY= CT I I. J+1 ,K ) ..Tt I ,J -1 ,K 1-2*T (I ,J .1( 1JI I OY * DY J
IFIK.EO.IJ GO TO 110










57 IF lK.EO.I) GO TO llC
58 IF lK.EC.KNJ GO TO 120







66 If CK.EC.l) GO TO llC
67 IF lK.EO.KNI GO TO 120







75 IFCK.EQ.IJGO TO 110
76 IFIK.EO.KNJGO TO lZ0







84 IF (K.tO.!) GO TO 110
85 If CK.EQ.KNJ GO TO 120







93 IF IK.EO.IJ GO TO 110
94 IF CK.EQ.KNI GO TO 120





100 GO TO 20e
leI 120 CONTINUE
102 02TZ=2*CTCI,J,K-IJ-TCI,J.K)J/COZ*OZ)













This subroutine is used by the far field stratified model.
This subroutine is similar to TEMB2 with the difference that this
subroutine calls the subroutine VERTDF which supplies the value





Z CT A1-:3, HX, HY, T, Th r r , TAV. T.t.I , TAH ,B 3 ,0 T I
3 DIM ENS ro r, T ( I I J , J t~ ,K ,... I , TD I I~. ,JN • Kt. J , MA~, I IN, J\ J • HX I r t; • J NJ • HVI It... J ~l I ,
q CHI(IN,J~)
5 KNH1=K~-1
6 DO 120 K=l,KN
7 00 IGJ I=l.IN




12 If (MAfdI"JJ.EQ.U GO TO 3:;::-
13 lF (!'H in I ,J) • EQ.11> GO TO 3CC
III IF (MAIH I,J) .EOol) GO TO 11
15 IF IMH·,(1.J).El.l.21 GO TO 1::
16 If (MAR(I"H.::".:::) GO TO 13
17 IF l~lARI!,J).r:C:.lj) GO TO 14
19 If (MAR(I.JJ.EC.SI GO TO 15
19 IF IMAi\CI, ...I.EQ.t.1 GO TO 16
20 IF (MAi\(I,JI.EQ.7) GO TO 17
21 If IMA::lI!.JI.E:Cl.SI GO TO 18
22 rr (MAI{lI .... l.E~.'.i) (,0 TO 19
2 3 I F I I'.~ i( l I. J I • EQ • 1 CI GOT 0 Z G
2q 11 C01HINuE




2? D:: Tv= 2 q l T I r •J -1 • I; I - TII • J ,K I )/ ( 0 Z*0 Z I
3D IF (K.f:O.ll GO .TO 110
31 IF (K .i.O .f<NJ GO TO 12G
~2 GO TO 21G
33 12 CGNT!NU'::
34 OlTX=(T(!+1,J,KJ-TC:-l,J,I\)lIl2>l<(iXJ
35 0 <: Tx=I T( 1+ 1 , J t K ) .. TIT -1 ,J , K ) -.2 *T I I , J ,,, J) I ( !JX*DXJ
3S D2T2=CT(I,J,K+l)+T(!,J,K-1)-2*T(I,J,I\I)/lD2*DZI
37 D1TV=J.~
38 02T ... =2*( TlI.Ji1,K i -r rr ,J,K J JI (OY*O ... )
39 IF CK.EO.lJ GO TO i ir
40 If (K .~Q .f<NI GO TO 120




45 02 T Z= ( T( r. J, " .. 1 J .. T I :: ,J ,K - 1 ) -;> T ( I , J ,I( )) / l D.:" UZ J
4:' 0 1T V= (T (I ,J" :. ,K J - TC I ,J - 1 ,K ) ) I I 2'" 0 Y J
47 02 TY= ( Tr I ,J+ 1 ,K J + T( I t J -1 ,K ) -Z *T r r • J t K J I / ( DY~ [; YJ
liB IF (K.;;:Qo1) GO TO IE:
49 IF (K.~C.KNJ GO TO 12J




54 02 T2= ( T ( I, ,J, K.. l J + TCI ,J , K- 1 I -;; .. T ( I , J , K I J / I DZ'~ 0 Z )
55 DlTV=(T(I,J+l,H J-TlI,J-l,KI 1/(2t;:OY}




































































IF (K.t-Cl.l) GO TO 110








IF CK.~C.l) GO TO 11:







D2 TY=2 *CT CI ,J + 1 ,K ) - T CI ,J ,K ) ) I CD Y*DY)
IF CK.LO.l) GO TO 110





D2TZ=( TC !,J, K+11 +H I ,J ,K-1) -2*T CI ,J,K I) / CDZ*C:Z'
D1TY::'O.O
D2TY=Z*CTCI,J+l,KJ-T(!,J,K))/COY*DYI
IF CK.(0.1) GO TO i i c




D2TX=Z*C TC I-1,J, K J-T CI ,J ,K) II CDX>:<DX 1
D2TZ=tTC!,J,K+:I+T(I,J,K-1'-2*TCI,J,KJl/tOZ*DZJ
DlTV=O.O
02 TY=2 .. CT( I , J -1 ,K 1- TII ,J ,K I 1I (0 Z* 0 Z1
IF (Koi::C.lJ 60 TO 11::
IF (K. EC • KIn GOT 0 12.J
GO TO 200
CON TIiJUE








TO ( I, J ,K J=( 1. PIli 1 n ,J) 1*' (-TA!* COlHTUX +D:'HTVY +H! ( : ,J h 01 T:..' ZI +TAH










This program computes temperatures at the interior points
of the domain of interest. Computations are made at the full
grid points. Central-difference schemes are used to write the
first and second derivatives with respect to a and S. Single
sided difference schemes are used for derivatives with respect
to y at top surface and at bottom. Corner points designated
by 11AR= 6 and 8 are treated as interior points. Heat flux
through the surface is used in specifying the first and second
derivaties of temperature with respect to y. Heat flux through
the bottom is used in specifying the first and second derivatives


















































OIHE~SIOtl UCIN,JN ,KN)tV (IN ,IN ,KN J ,HI (IN ,JNJ ,HX CIN,JNJ ,HII IN,JN),
CHARCIN,JNJ,TCyN,JN,KNJ,TD(IN,JN,KNJ,WC1N,JN,KNJ
KN,U=KN-l
00 Itt!' 1= 1,IH
DO 10 J= l,JH
lF01AiHI ,JJ .EO.f:J GO TO 100
IFcHARCI,J).EO.SJ GO TO lCO
IF (MARCI,JJ.lT.l1J GO TO 9
CONTINUE
00 a K=l,KN









02TZ= (T( I ,J,K"1 J"1(1 ,J ,K-ll-Z*T (! ,J ,10 JIf oz* Oll
IF CK.EQ.l) GO TO 24






















This subroutine is used by the far field stratified model.
The subroutine is similar to TEMI4 with the difference that it
calls for subroutine VERTDF which supplies the value of
vertical diffusivity and its derivative.
361





5 0 H::: NS !:>I-. U( I ~, J t. , K ~~ J , v ( 1'1 , Jr, , K r,; J ,H I ( IN , J N i , HX ( I t, ,.J f,J ,H Y ( IN f J N J ,
6 CMAK ( I 1'1 , J N J , T( I U , J N , KN I , TD( IN, ..IN , K l\ l ," II N , J N, K t, J , A ? ( K,., J
7'~" KNH1=Kt.-l
B DO lei I=l,IN
9 DO 10 J=l,JN
10 IFPIAiHI,JJ.EO.6J GO TO IJU
11 IF(~AR(ItJI.EC.SJ GO TO i c ;
12 IF (HARCI,J).LT.';'U GO TO 9
13 loa CONTINU~





19 c*HI ( 1 - 1, ..I) I I ( z»ox J
2~ DIHTVY=(V(I,J.l,Y.J~T(I,J+l,K)*HI(I,J.lJ-V(I,J-l,KJ*T(1,J-l,KJ*
21 CHI (1,..1-1 J J I (2X<[;Y I
22 01 TX= ( T( r. 1, J , KJ - TII -:. , J , K JJ /( <: DU x J
23 0 1 TV= ( T( I, J+ 1 , K) - T( I , J -1 , KJ II ( 2 *oYJ
24 DIT~Z=(T(If,J,K+ll*W(1,JfK+lJ-T(I,J,K-11*W(I~J,K-lJJ/(2*OZI
25 02 TX=(T( 1+1, J ,K J + TC I -1 , J , K J -2 *T (l , J , K J J I ( DX*OX J
2& D2TY=(T( I,J+l,K HT(I ,J-l,K )-2*T (I ,J,K 11/{OV*CYJ
27 (; 2T Z=(TC I, J, K. 1 I + TC 1,..1 ,K -1) -;:: *T ( I , J ,I~ )) I (DZ* oz )
28 01 TZ= (T I I, J, K + II - T( I , J • K -1 ) J I 12 • '"Dz)
29 IF(MAR(I,,JJ.CQ.liJ GO TO 2JC
30 DITWZ=C.J
31 zeD CONTINU:
32 IF (K.EQolJ GO TO 2'1
33 IF (1{.C:Chl\l~J GO TO 20
3lt GO TO 21
35 20 COr..TINUE




4Q GO TO 21
41 Zit CONTINUE
4Z CT=AKT*( (HI ,J, 1 l*TP.EF+TREF l-TAM8 I/TREF
43 CT=CT*HIII,J)
44 0 lTZ=C T




1t9 T D(I, J, K ) =1 1. G/H I II ,J i ) * (- T AI *(01 HTUX +0 1 HT VV +HI I I ,.J I '!' D1 Hi Z I
50 C+TAH~(DITX*HX(I,J)+D2TX*HI(I,J)+DITV*HY(I,JI+O~TY*HI(I,JIJ
51 C+ ( T AVI H! ( I,,J) )* (d !* D2 r:;:. 01 TZ*O 163 Z J I'" DT +T ( I,'; , K)
52 GO TO I:.















This program allows for vertical mixing at a particular
grid point, if the temperature of the fluid at the grid point
just above it is less and the difference of temperatures is
















































00 10 .J= 1,JN






IF CK.EO.l) GO TO 7
IF CK.tQ.KNH1) GO TO 6
If CTT.GE.TCI,J,K+IJ) GO TO 111
HAfil<=1












IF eTT.GE.TlI ,J,K+1J J GO TO 111
HARK=1
AVr=e2*TT+TCI,.J,K+IJJ/3.0
TC I,.J, K) = AVT - TX
























fORHAT II' TAI:',E1S.7,1· TAH:',E15.7,1· TAV:·,E15.7,I' CB:·,(15.7
C,I' CW:·,ElS.7,1· AKT:·,ElS.7,I' TREF:·,E15.7,I' RREF=',ElS.7,1














6 CO 10 K:l,KN
7 0010z1II=l,IN
8 PRINT' 11,K'I,(TfIt~,KJ,J:l,JN)
9 10 PRINT 12,eRO(ItJ,KJ,~=l,JNJ ,
10 11 FORHATe/· K=·,I!,~X,·I=',I3/' TEHPERATURE'/(5X,8E15.7JJ
11 12 FORHATe' OENSITy·/eSX,8ElS.7JJ
12 CO 100 K=l,KN
13 DO lCO ~:I,JN
14 DO 100 I=l,IN
15 lCO TeI,J,KJ:(l.+TCI,J,K)J.TREf
16 DO 150 K:l,KN
11 WRITEC6,ICSJ K










This subroutine is used by the far field models. Itprints












C THIS PRO::;;HI' rriI~TS THE V;'LUEs OF T ,Til ,RO,ROI<
c*.*~*.***·*********·***********$r.**·***************·** . * . * * * * . * * . * * ¥ * * * ¥ ¥ ~



















\ojRIT:' ( b, 1C6 ) ( T ( I ,J ,K ) , J =1 , IN J
CONTINU;::
CONTWU::




































This subroutine is used by the far field ~intfng programs.
The subroutine is similar to TPRIN2 with the difference that it













C THIS PRO~RA~ PklNTS THE V'LU~S OF T,TW,RC,RC~
C*****.*.**.*~ ••*.~*~*.*¥.**********••¥.****.***.*¥***¥***~***••********¥t
S Uc~ RCUT : ~, :: TP ? I r::. n , J , K, P; , J ri , KN, T , r 0 , TREF , HAR )
DIH(NSIOh TII~,JhtK~),~OIIN,JN,KH)tMARIIN,J~)
DO 10 K= I,K'"
CO 10 r=l,IN
P RI NT 11 t K, r , (T( I ,J , KJ , J:: 1 , JII. )












\oJ r: I rz (6, 1c(;, ) (T ( I , J ,K ) t J :: 1 , IN )
cor; TIl-;UE
CONTI tw::


































This subroutine adds coriolis component to Hand G which are
obtained from subroutine "UV"






















DO 1:J J= 1 ,IN











This subroutine computes new horizontal velocities without
including the Coriolis component which is added later in the
subroutine UANVC. This program uses U and V momentum equations
and computes velocities in the interior points after one time











































































































This program is called in by TMAIN. This program cuoputes
U and V for variable density model, at. successive tine steps.
a and S momentum equations are used for computations.




































































DIMENSION RINTX UN,JN ,KN) ,RINTY(1N,JN,KN)
KNM1=KN-l
A=DT*AH*CI/COX*OXJ+I/CDY*OY))
00 rc 1= 1,IN
DO 10 J= l,JN
n.=I
JW=J

























DO VX =l VI 1+1,..1 ,K ) +V (I -1 ,J ,K I -E (I ,J ,K I JJ( OX *0 X)
OOVV=IVCI,J+l,K)+vt1,J-l,KJ-ElI,J,KJJJCOV*OVJ
oOVZ= I VCI, J, K+1)+ VII ,J ,K -1 ) -E CI , J ,K J 11 COZ *OZ )
HCI,J,KJ=lOT/CJ*l-AI*(OlHUUX+OIHUVY+HI(1.JJ*OIUWZJ-HIlI,JJ*AP
C*OIPX+AH*Hll I ,.1)* COOUX+OOUY) +AH*HX (1,.1) *0 lUX +UI*HY( 1,.11*0 lUY











This subroutine is used by the far field stratified model.
The subroutine is similar to UVT with the difference that it
calls for subroutine VERTDF which supplies the value for





























































CR HiT X, sr t-;TV, E UL ,
Ciol ,
CDT,AI,AP,AH,AV,t3tHI,HX,Hy,Pr~AR,T,TR[f,CG~S,AV~X,AVHN)
[) I r. =: NS IO /Ii UI I t, , J I; , Kt·; I , V«: tl ,IN , KN} , Co II t. t J N t KI': } ,:: «1 r~ t J"i , KN) t





















C::' I HI I 1 , J Ii A'" HI I r ,.J J "S I HI ( :: t J ) )
D1H UU X=I U( r + 1 ,J , K ) .. UII + .. I J , KJ*HI ( 1 + 1 , J) -U I ::-1, J , 1\)
C~UlI-i,J,K}~HI(I-l,JJ)/tZ*LX}
DIHUVY=CUII,J"1,K)*VII,J"1,K)*HIII,J+}J·UtI,J-1,K}
C* VI !, J -1, K) *H It 1. J-1111 12 *DYJ
o1HUVX=I UI ::+ 1 ,J ,~ )*V{! + 1 , J , K}*H1 I I + 1, J} -U t 1- 1, J , KJ
c* VI I -1 , J , 10 >I< HI II - 1 f J ) ) I I 2 *0 X)
oIH VV Y=tV/ r , J + 1, K )*V(I , J +1 f KJ *HI I I , J+ 1 J - V I I I J -1, ii J >l'
CV I 1 , J -1, K l*H I rr , J -1 ) ) I ( Z'"DY )
DIU7=IUII,J,Kf~I-UII,J,K-1))/12."'OZ)
01 V Z:; I V ( I, J t K + .'. ) -v ( I , J , K-1 J l/ I:: • *0 Z )
D1UX=IU( 1+1,J,K I-U(!-l,J,KJ l//2*IJX}
c iu Y= (U I If J+ 1 , K) -U ( ! ,J -1 ,K ) ) / ( 2 *DY)
DIVX=I VI I"l,J ,K )-VtI-1 ,J,K J II 12*OX}
D1 VY= ( V( I, J+ 1 , K I -V« I , J -1 , K J I I 12 "'D Y )
01 UI.:Z= I U (I , J , K" 1 ) *.. (I , J ,K .. 1) -U I I • J ,K - 11 ~''.oi I I, J, K-1) } It 2'" 0 LJ
DIVWZ=tVtI,J,K+!}*wII,J,K+l}-Vt!,J,K-ll*WI!,J,K-lJ}/(Z*D21
o0 UX::. I U( 1+ 1 , J ,K I .. u( I -1 , J , K ) - C (I , J ,Yo J ) I I DX*DX }
COUY= I UI I, J+ ~ ,K J + U(! • J -1, K ) -0 ( 1 , J • KI J /I oY* uY )
oDUZ={U( I, J, 1\ + 1 ) ..U( I ,J I K-1 ) -0 (I t J ,K ) ) I I CZ~ CZ I
DCVX:: I V( 1+1, J t KJ + Vt I -1 , J ,K I - E t I , J , K) ) I «!} X"" ex )
DDVvz: t VI I, J" 1 , K ) .. V( I, J - 1, K ) -c: I I ,J , K I I 1« DY* DY }
DO VZ::. I 'ojI ! , J , K.. 1 ) .. Vt r , J t K-} I - E I I , J , KI } / I DZ '* 02 I
H I I ,J, K} ::.rc TIC I >:< I -J. I * (G} h lJ UX" 0 1 HUVY"" r «I , J I'" D lU wZ I -H! 11 , J ) ,.. ~ P
C*D1PX+AH~HIII,J)*IDDUX+DDUYI+AH.HX(I,J}*C1UX+AH*hY«I,JI~DIUY
C+AV* ~ A3 I 1\ ).00112" D12 !Z >:< u1U7) I HI I I, J) I" H! «I, J) 'I' U( I I J, I. I / :
GtI,J,~)=(DT/CJ"'(-AI*«C1HUVX+C1HVVY"HI(I,J)~D1VW21-H!1~,JI~~P
c- Dl,C>Y" All oH I ( I , J ) ,. I L CVX +D[)VY}.. 4HHI X«:; f J I • D1 VX" to Hi- HY( I , J I $' 0 1V y











This progtam computes U and V at the top using wind
stress boundary conditions. Computations are made for MAR <




2 C THIS PRCGRAH C~LCULAT£S U AND V VELOCITIES AT THE SURFACE USING STRESS




7 DIHENS'ION HI (IN .J~l J ,MAR lIN ,IN J
8 00 800 I=1,IN
9 DO 800 J=l,JN




14 H(l,J,K)=(~*H U ,J,K+l)-HtI,J,K+2 )-Z.OZ*TX J/3







This program compute vertical
viscosity and diffusivity as a function of temperature
gradient in the vertical direction. The program also computes
first derivative of vertical eddy viscosity and diffusivity
wi th r espec't to]( .
,--------- -- -_.--
-387

































IFIKK.EO.1J GO Te 11
IfCKK.EO.KNJ CO r c 12
o1TZ= l TCI ,J , KK+ 1 J - T I I ,oj , KK-1 ) JI (2 • >if 02 )
GO TO 20
D1TZ=l~.>ifTlI,J,KK+11-3.*T(I,J,KK)-T(I,J,KK+2)J/12.*DZ)
&0 TO 20 •
DITZ=I-4.*TII,J,KK-1)+3.*TlI,J,KKJ+TII,J,KK-ZIJ/12.*OZ)
P t. iH =-H I II, J ) >l< ( ( (I<:K -1 '''' DZ J **2 ,. 0 1 T Z
















This program computes the values of W at I, J from tne
values of WH at IW, JVJ.
Vertical velocity at a point on the main grid point is
taken to be equal to the average of vertical velocities at
four points on the half grid and lying adjacent to the point





1 C••••**.*•••** •••*••••••**.******.*.*•••••••**************.*•••** ••••*••********





7 DO 3550 I=l,IN
8 00 3550 J=l,JN
9 IF (HARtI,JJ.LT.I1J GO TO 35~O












This program sets the value of WH equal to zero at the
surface.
~m = a;r = n = 0 a t ~ =0
at
No computations are made for points outside of the region of
interest, defined by MRH = O.









7 DO 3300 IW=l,IWN
8 DO 3300 JW=l,J~N
9 IF CMRHCIW,J.J.EO.GJ GO TO 3000
10 WHlIW,JW,II=O
11 3000 COhlINU[
12 3300 CONTINUE
13 RETURN
lq E~D
